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$50,000 Approved For Vocational School
Additional State Funds
Bring Total To $650,000

Murray QuotiClub Sponsors
'Law Appreciation Week' Here

$225,1100
State funds
$1116,1100
Local Funds
$125,90
Fed.funds
"Meet Your City Policemen" is School. Mrs. Brown teaches at Pat Witherspoon, and one
grandchild.
MOAN
New funds
the first in a series of articles on Alrao School.
Sgt. Martin Wells of 816 Sha-Wa
$650.000
TOTAL
information regarding the local
Captain James Witherspoon Circle was appointed to the force
The acquisition of these new
law officials compiled by the
1, in January 1962. His wife is the
funds will mean that construction
Quota Club, Mrs. Ruth Black- was named to the force on April
emcan move ahead immediately.
wood, chairman, in connection 1953. He and his wife, Robbie, former Faye Clark and is
Murray
at
Street,
6th
secretary
South
a
as
301
at
reside
ployed
The new vocational school will
with "Law Appreciation Week"
be placed on the same campus as
In Murray and Calloway County, Murray. They have one son, Joe State University. They have one
son, Stephen Clark Wells.
Murray High School on the Doran
and the club's "Crusade Against
Named to the force in 1962 was
Road and will allow a greatly
Crime".
Continued on Page Six I
expanded program, expecially
Mrs. Blackwood with the
for those students who do not plan
assistance of Chief of Police
to continue their college
James M. Brown and his
education.
secretary, Mrs. June Lamb,
A complete vocational training
obtained information concerning
program is planned including
the
attended
and
the men and the department
Five local barbers
carpentry, welding, machine
gave it to the Ledger & Times to
Signal Barber Supply Hair
shop, etc. so that a student may
written in the following
be
Styling Show at Chattanooga.
be well qualified to hold a trade
Tenn., over the weekend.
feature story:
job when he graduates from the
Southside
Billy E. Brandon of
Eighteen men including Chief
school.
Brown comprise the Murray
Barber Shop won one of the door
at
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
valued
chair
and
styling
Brown
a
Chief
prizes,
Police Force.
The State Board of Education
his wife, Elaine, reside at 318
$520. Jimmy Morganti of Bafflers
recomconsider
was to
Men's Hairdresser won a door
Woodlawn. Chief Brown has been
mendations today for the new
prize of a fifty dollar bill.
with the police force since
vocational schools in Western
Others attending the show were
November 1950. He was named as
Kentucky and two in Northern
Fred Doty of Southside Barber
thief January 10, 1969. They have
Kentucky by using federal funds
Shop and Paul Mansfield and Bill
one daughter, Mrs. Dennis
instead of a $3.2 million state
Reddick of the College Barber
(Barbara) Goodwin who is a
surplus.
Miss Becky Tarry
Shop.
teacher at Farmington High
The three Western Kentucky
schools would be built with
federal and local funds and the
Northern Kentucky schools
would be from state and local
funds. There had been conMiss Anita Carol Hill was
sideration earlier of funding all
Miss Rebecca Ann ( Becky) secretarial work. This is the released from the MurrayOvedichools with the surplus state
Tarry has been employed as a seventh contingent of jour- Calloway County Hospital on
funds.
teacher for the Henrietta School, neymen employed since the Sunday and is now her home on
State Superintendent of Public
Hoeg Kani., by the Southern program was started in 1965.
Hazel Route Two.
Ihstructitin Wendell P. 'Butler Baptist Foreign Mission Board,
nine,
girl, age
made his recommendations to
Miss Tarry, daughter of Mr. The young
Richmond, Va
suffered injuries when she was
the board on the new vocational
newly appointed teacher and Mrs. M. T. Tarry, 1510
Murray, and hit by a school bus on Thursday,
A conference for the Baptist
Continued on Page Six)
will be teaching high school Sycamore Street,
Mrs. Melas March 25. The accident occurred
of
r
Young Women of the South!.
granddaughte
English in the school in Hong
South 14th Street, Murray, as Anita was transferring from
western Region will be held at the
Kong, and is scheduled to leave Linn,
at one bus to another to go to her
degree
B.
Creek Assembly April
A.
her
Jonathon
received
for the Asian country about the
30 to May 1.
Murray State University in classes at Robertson School.
town,
over
all
up
middle of August.
is
the
popping
way
on
is
summer
will
be
Anita's father said she
Reassurance that spring is really here and that
Planned for the conference is a
of this year. She is now
During the summer Miss Tarry January
are making the most of a sunny Saturday
ered program. The The Executive Committee of
Master's degree confined to her bed for at least especially in the City Park where these two young citizens
her
missions-cent
for
studying
will be one of seventy-four young
has arrived. On most days, two
at Murray another two weeks. Her father is morning. Many people are enjoying the park now that warm weather
will begin with a buffet the International students on
meeting
psychology
in
clincial
adults who will take an intensive
and a basketball game can be /wen at one
supper Friday evening and close Murray State University campus,.......and serves as Youth employed at the Murray Silica to three softball games, a baseball game, tennis matches
seven-week course at Meredith State
and other amusements for the younger set.
nds
mother,
and
,
her
merry-go-rou
Company
time,
not
to
slides,
Sand
seines.
the
mention
the
Baptist
First
of
with a missions banquet Satur- has expressed thanks to each one
Director
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
College, Raleigh, N. C.,
Carol, is a beauty operator at
evening. The cost of the who helped in the International
Murray.
day
Church,
preparing them for their two
Salon.
conference will be $7.00 ($6.00 for Festival held at the University
The Murray girl was named to Judy's Beauty
years of work overseas with
meals, lodging, and insurance, School on Saturday.
"Who's Who in American
career missionaries.
$1.00 for program fees).
and
Ahmed Aflame served as
(Continued on Page Simi
The appointments were made
All young women between the festival chairman and Dr.
by the board in April and the
ages of 18 and 29, married and Stanford Hendrickson is the
many job assignments include
single, who are interested in advisor for the international
teaching, youth work, publishing,
was transferred
attending this conference are students. Mrs. Francis Carter
Otis
Hatcher
nursing, filming and television
asked to contact Linda Harris provided her house for the use of
from the Cardiac Unit of the
production, bookkeeping and
The strategi for winning the up support from backers of both Gilmore 753-7706, as soon as
Murray-Calloway County
By Robert P. Dalton
the international students and
nomination differs for the three Combs and Lt. Gov. Wendell H. possible.
Hospital to a regular room this
their guests from Kentucky and
FRANKFORT,
one
have
they
Ford.
but
candidates,
week.
Tennessee campuses.
The Democratic race for problem in, common—becoming
Hatcher suffered a heart attack Lieutenant
Breckinridge and Carroll are
The committee also thanked M.
Governor, although better known across the state.
17,
and had
on Saturday, April
running neck-andC. Garrott and Charles Eldridge
overshadowed by the sound and Julian M. Carroll of Paducah, believed to
been in the Cardiac Unit since fury of the Gubernatorial contest,
for the public relations service,
neck at this stage with Beach
that time. He and his wife, who could develop into a close battle Speaker of the State House of trailing them despite receiving
and also for each one who conhad recently moved to Backfield, among the three major con- Representatives, is pinning his the backing of influential Jeftributed to the scholarship fund
and
campaign
the
to
hopes
were visiting in Murray at the tenders in the
for the students.
May 25 Primary. organization of his numingmate, ferson County Democratic
time he was stricken with the
leaders.
former Gov. Bert T. Combs.
heart attack.
A recent voter survey poll
State Attorney General John B. taken for the Ford campaign
following
which
the
up
-Picked
fireckinridge of Lexington and organization reportedly •-show
has a good message in it
State Sen. Henry Beach o Breckinridge leading Carroll b
Charles Hinds, associate Louisville are running in- nearly 10 per cent with Beach
"Which Am I?
The Murray Fire Department
professor and director of dependently in hopes of picking distant third. However, the po
answered a call Monday at 7:55
I watched them tearing a
Libraries at Murray State
p.m. to the parking lot of the ,
building
indicated that more than 50
University, will speak at the
down...
Murray-Calloway County
cent of those interviewed had no
United Campus Ministry lunA gang of men in a busy town.
Hospital. The firemen used the
made up their minds who the
Mrs. Wendell Ford will visit in cheon Wednesday
booster to extinguish flames in
Murray on Thursday, April 29, on
Hinsk will discuss "The First
With a mighty heave and a lusty
(Continued on Page Six)
the fire in the back seat of the car
behalf of her husband's can- Years of Civil Rights in Kenyell,
of J. D. King.
Club
Woman's
didacy for the Democratic tucky". He is a doctoral can- The Murray
they swung a boom and a side
, Earlier at 2:45 p.m. the
Sgt. James Gamble
April
nomination for Governor in the didate at the University of bazaar will be held Friday,
were called to the City
firemeh
wall
10:30
Kentucky and has done extensive 30, at the clubhouse from
fell.
-Park. This was a grass fire and
James tiambie who is now on May Primary.
be
will
sale
On
p.m
1230
Mrs. Ford will be guest at a research on the civil rights a.m. to
was out on arrival of the firemen.
his tour of duty with the United
baked goods, and
clothing,
I said to the foreman,"Are these States Army in Saigon, South series of events including a one movement in Kentucky in the
household articles contributed by
A Donkey: ball game will be
p.m. Coke party at the home of post Civil War period.
men
Vietnam, has recently be,ui Mrs. Ted Bradshaw,
the club members. Proceeds will held at the Hazel Elementary
to
open
are
luncheons
UCM
The
Oxford
skilled
as
Miss Marietta Fan-is
promoted to the rank of sergeant.
go into the general fund for club School on Friday. April 30, at
As the men you'd hire if you had Gamble is working as . army Drive, and a two pan, coffee in faculty, students, and staff of the
p.m.
expenses.
Marietta Farris,
eight
public.
Miss
the
as
well
as
the home of Mrs. Z. C. Enix with university
to
supply clerk in Saigon. He left Mrs. Howard Steely as
The public is urged to Attend
Advanced tickets are 50 and 75 sophomore at Calloway- County
the
at
held
are
luncheons
'Me
cobuild'
November 14, 1970 • for his
United Campus Ministry 202 N. the sale and support this seevice cents and gate admission will be High School and the daughter of
hostess.
He gave a laugh and said, "No, overseas service.
Bethel 75 cents and $1.00. The ball game Mrs. Dorothy Farris, Route 2,
Street. Reservations can be organization, Mrs
s.
15th
Ford
o'clock,
will
At three
Indeed,
Sgt. Gamble was inducted into
said.
president,
Richardson,
753-3531.
is sponsored by the Hazel School. Murray, was first place winner Ronnie Flood was inducted mu::
dquarters on made by calling
be at Ford
Just a common laborer is all I
the U.S. Army on June 17,1970.,
in the state poetry writing contest the United States Army in the
to
Street
with
meet
4th
North
need...
and had his basic training at Fort Ford supporters. Mrs. Crawford
by the Kentucky April draft call, according to
sponsored
WINNER
And I can wreck in a day or two Campbell. His advanced training
Women's Clubs. Mrs Gussie Adams, executive
of
Federation
and
Ray., Mrs. W. C. Butterworth,
A senior from Harrodsburg
What it took the builders a year to was at Fort Po, La.
The announcement was made secretary-of Local Mord No. 10
Jo Crass, County Chair- High School has reached the
Mrs.
He is a 1968 graduate of
and fixlast week at the KFWC state of the Selective Service.
woman for Ford, will be finals in the American Legion's
Just in time for Murray's spring clean-up, paint-up
C.alloway County High , School
convention held in Louisville, Flood was sworn into the Army
Lions Club mop and broom sale. The
.hostesses.
Murray
school
is
the
week
high
up
annual
national
34th
and attended Murray State
local at Nashville. Tenn., and is now
city Tuesday night
the
in
door
Mrs. 0.B. Boone. Jr
are
to
persons
door
interested
All
from
calling
will
be
Lions
went
I
as
myself
Seventeen
to
oratorical contest.
And I thought
University before his induction
Murray taking his basic training at Fort
the
of
kinds.
chairman
contest
various
at
Ford
Mrs.
with
visit
of
to
brooms
invited
with mops and
year old John William
my way.
in the army. He is the son of Mr.
and both wet
Campbell. He is the son of Mr.
Woman's Club, stated
Regular kitchen brooms will be sold for $1.50
advanced yesterday by wino
Just which of these roles have I and Mrs. Edmond Gamble of this time, Mrs. Crass said.
also has warehouse
poem, "The Key to and Mrs Marvin Flood of
club
The
The
each.
$1.25
for
and
mops
dust
at
round
a
Wat
in
semi-final
tried
Murray'Ronte One.
Murray Route Three and is a
Freedom," reads'
brooms, push brooms and wisk brooms.
town, South Dakota. Cole and
NAMES OMTITED
to play'
aceyeglasses
that
injures
road
used
the
graduate of Calloway County
not
accept
"Take
will
Miring the sale the Lions
CORRECTION
Am I a builder who works with
Bud and Charles Kemp were three other youths will compet
Nanny Proceeds from the
mind with arrows of right High School. •
your
Lester
president
club
to
at
cording
the
Thursday
in
the
ofthe
names
in
finals
care. .
Baby carriers were to be listed omitted
In the April call, fourteen local
and wrong,
sale will be used in local projects of the club.
Or, sin I a wrecker as I walk the at $1.88 instead of the price given children at Claud Kemp in the MaTkville, Va., with the Winner
all
are
sold
and five transfers
being
see
is
you
registrants
yours,
path
the
products
Follow
the
that
Residents are reminded
town,
In the ad for Big K on Saturday. story 63hcerning his 90th bir- receiving an $8,000 scholarship.
were sent for their pre-induction
Clark or lighted or long.
it
be
blind.
the
by
of
Mrs.
tearing
and
labor
1,
the
Mr.
lig*
in
is
of
May
the
He
son
with
the
Saturday,
on
Content
The Ledger & Times regrets this thday
I examinations
('ontinued on Page Six)
Carroll t; Cole
Ledger & Times on Monday
error
Cooftnued on Page St:)
State Senator Carroll Hubbard
today called the Ledger and
Times to announce that the State
Board of Education had met this
morning and unanimously am
proved an additional $50,000 in
state funds to be granted the
Murray Independent School
District to aid in the construction
of the Murray Vocational Extension Center to be located on
the new Murray High campus.
The state funds for this facility
will come from the Vocational
Trust and Agency Funds in the
fiscal 1971 budget, according to
Senator Hubbard.
Superintendent of City Schools
Fred Schultz and City School
Board Chairman Maurice Ryan
are in Frankfort today and
worked together with Senator
Hubbard to obtain the new funds.
Superintendent of Public Instruction Wendell Butler assured
the Murrayans and Senator
Hubbard that the state funds are
in hand and available.
The fund has $3,200,000 in it.
The State Board of Education
has already approved the
vocational school and granted
$225,000 earlier for use on the
school. The United States
Economic Development Administration has earmarked
$195,000-for this project also.
Ikea] funds consist of $180,000.
The total cost of the program
will include the following funds:

Local Barbers Are
Winners At Show

Miss Becky Tarry Appointed For Anita Carol Hill
Released, Hospital
Teaching Position In Hong Kon

Conference Planned
At Jonathan Creek

The

Festival Group
Expresses Thanks

Otis Hatcher Is
Hospital Patient

James Gamble Is
Promoted, Sergeant

Close Battle Could Develop
In Lieutenant Governor Race

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Calloway Girl
Wins First In
State Contest

be

Mrs. Wendell Ford
Will Be Guest At
Events On Thursday

Charles Hinds To
Speak At Luncheon

Calls Answered By
Fire Department

Bazaar Planned At
The Woman's Club

Donkey Ball Game
Planned At Hazel

Flood
altonnie
D
rafted Army

Lions Broom Sale Tonight

•

*

I •
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CROWN OF rii•oPNS
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second

SNSW•TV
W LAC-TV
wSIX.1v
Channel 4
Channel 5
Channel 8 .
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

c
U

00 Nov'.; Whir ; Sports News; Wthr Sports I Dream of Jeannie
.30 Hall of Fame
Beverly HIRbithes
Mod %tied
:00 Hail of Eons
Green Ache
.., w' .30 Hall of Fame
. Mee Haw
:Zit" of
a
00 Movie.
Hoe Haw
"How Awful About
OP
•00
Caned
Man
"A
Wanted:
Dead or Alive Allan"
---•
eh
.ro Gonnon-r '
10 Minutes
Marcus Wolby, M.D.
p, 7 :RS Mow*
.
10 Minutes
Marcos WOW, M.D.
n :00 News: Wthr.; SPorteNews; WM.; Scots TIPP Annoonced
%, :30 Tonight.
WM,:
0 Be
"Red GarSers"
I 1 10
3 Tr11:1T4
NOVO

7

on
Kentucky
Agriculture

matter.

Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray,
$.3.5 per week, $I 52 per
month By
in Calloway and adjoining counties
S5.50 per year.
Zones 1 & 2, $13 per year. Elsewhere $16
per year. All service sub
icriptions. $8 per year
The Outstandinip Civic Ass* of a Communit
y
is the Integrity of it Newspaper

mail
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WEDNESDAY

5 -1

three marketing years beginning
October 1, 1971?
This is the question appearing
on the ballot which burley
growers will use to vote in the
referendum May 4. A "yes" vote

Ttelft NOSRvike

10 :311
_ .I., so

Real . Cotes
Roue
• . •
ilisu

'CAIN" Ream
Hazel
Beverly

Hillbillies

47, Dvkc "*"s

?It
'
:
Bewitehol
A World Apart

-4

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

12 ,e0
Singing Cony r Mesh AN My csaaron
Noon
by two-thirds of those voting will
•
-30 Noon
As Wnrld Turn,
'fors Weir a Dell
mean that marketing quotas and
I
-00 Days of Our Lives Many Spioodorod Thlm Dating Game
•
Xt °peters
L4pit
Guiding
Newlywed Game
price supports will be in effect for
vs, .011 Another World
Secret sown.
cy.,,argi Hospital
.
L :33itIght Promise
the next three years. Failure to
Edge of Plant
Ono Life To Live
roe
give the referendum approval
3 :30 Mir Corot BriOesGilll
.iI
an
Islar4 rtr
Ii ri
will remove marketing quotas00 Here Como Brides Movie
Daniel Boone
4
:30 Wild. Wild West
.41fenotance
Vanity"
DaniO
Boone
and the protection of price - c :00 West; Action
Rows Movie
ABC Evening News
3 :30 NBC Nightly NirwCBS Evening News
supports.
News.; Witir Sports
WEDNESDAY EiliteING PROGRAMS
In other words, burley growers
6 10 41..,,,,,s rtrfillir htico.hels Nmr•:;
s .,Wnr
.
.
sr Sports I Dream of Jeannie
are voting whether they want a
Courtship Ed's Father
program, or no program at all.
7 11: Men From
OM to
g r.
.1,1,1 LaViWith Love 4mIth
oon,
;
2PanillY
The acreage control program
'Medical Corig
NBA
1114011u14bal I
ti
)
•:.33
Medical Center
under which farmers have been
NBA Basketball
ii
NBA Ilaskeittall
producing burley has failed to )
-T F
Maw
.wi
NBA thskehall
keep supplies in line with
5.5,15
SA
11',1
s-r"T
m.."N:
Vo Be A trinirn[4ea
"
r
4
demand. Congress has amended
•
'The liedlendars"
1
/AWN*
Too ire An
Ar=d
the barley marketing law whered
by poundage quotas have
replaced the a reage system.
In addition to the change from
The Alaniiihac
production controls on the basis
By tatted Press International
of acreage, the poundage
by earl Riblet Jr.
Today is Tuesday, April 27,
proposal offers some other
the 117th day of 1971.
changes—which have been in- LEXINGTON,
KY.According
A husband never wins. Just when he has all in- The moon is between its new cluded to give the fullest measure
to University of Kentucky plant time when aphid populations and
ptiase
and
first
quarter.
stallment payments under control, the doctor bills
of protection to the growers.
pathologist Dr. A.S. Williams, activity are at low levels."
morning
The
are
These changes include carry some Western
paid, money saved for the children's education and a Mercury, Venus, stars
Kentucky barley
Mars
and
forward
provisions for over and plants may be showing
couple hundred put aside for a new set of golf clubs,
Jupiter.
signs of
under marketings of quotas; Barley Yellow
Dwarf disease.
his Trouble and Strife want the price of some
The evening star is Saturn.
authorization for the leasing of "The overall
symptoms consist
Those bon on this day are
lessons in art, political awareness, music apquotas between producers; and of yellow circular
spots found at
under the sign of Taurus.
preciation or glass blowing, as the case may be
limitations on year-to-year adrandom throughout the field,"
Inventor
telegraph
of the
justments in farm quotas that Dr. Williams said.
"Within these
Samuel Morse was born April
can be made by the Secretary of circular
Ends Tue.
"Age and wedlock break a man down."
spots the individual
27, 1971.
Agriculture.
plants have brilliant yellow tips
—Maxims For a Bachelor
"
May 11
On this date in history:
Initiation of the burley and are stunted
with a much
In 1850 the American-owned
marketing program, which in- reduced root
system."
steamship "The Atlantic" be- cluded
the price support system, Dr. Williams warned
that these
gan a regular transatlantic made
tobacco the chief source of symptoms should
not be conpassenger service, the first U.S. income
for Kentucky's farmers. fused with barley
scald which
vessel to challenge British As per
acre yields increased consists of definite
i--necrotic spots
liners.
year-by-year, supplies on hand with dark
borders. The Barley
1906. Steel broke ground at increased
Raphanus Sativos, the Radish that they
despite cuts in acreage Yellow Dwarf is
were among the first In
caused by a
south
end
of
Lake
the
Michigan
by
allotments.
'European crops introduced into
virus, and tests conducted at the
to build a new Indiana town
Nevyle Shackelford
As the burley- stocks on hand UK College of Agriculture
the Americas by Columbus and
during
named Gary.
. UK College of Agriculture
increased beyond the amount the. next
his followers. They were also
three to four weeks will
In 1937 the
first Social
LEXINGTON, Ky.—Like so among
allowed by law, the USDA had no determin
the first crops grown by
e if the disease in
Security payment was made in alternativ
many other common garden
the English colonists in this
e but to take steps to Western Kentucky
is, in fact,
accordanc
with provisions of
e
vegetables, there's also a world
cut production.
country, and have been popular
Barley Yellow Dwarf.
the act of 1935.
of history tied up with the radish
The poundage program will
here ever since.
"The disease has been found
which the great Carl Liairus While-64r
In 1965 the U.S: carrier enable the USDA to know
the thus far on barley ( Barsoy and
popular for table
"Boxer" moved into an offclassified, Raphantis sairAis. use,
maximum amount of burley that Harrison
nutritionists of the United
varieties) following
shore position to prepare to
Since truly wild forms have been States
will be marketed in a given year. corn, lespedeza
rank radishes somewhat
, or tobacco, and
evacuate
Americans as the
found in China by botanists, that low clown
Such was
not the case with has also been observed
.on the chart of food
on oats,"
Dominican Republic revolution
country is believed to be its point values
acreage
controls,
as growers Dr. Williams reported.
and recommend them not
"It can be
grew more tense.
of origin. It is, however, an old, so much
sought to make up for any a problem
as a food, but as a
on other grains such as
old vegetable and ancient condiment
allotment reduction through wheat and
to add zest to the taste
rye and is common on
Egyptian records reveal that it of other
A thought for today: British greater
yiehts.
foods. In some Asiatic
numerous grasses."
novelist
was a common food in Egypt long countries,
Williat Thackeray So, on,- May 4 growers
will The virus is transmitted by
however, there are
before the pyramids were con- varieties
said, "Mother is the name, for ;decide whether they
grown solely for
want aphids, and according to Dr.
structed. Greeks of the third cooking.
God in the lips and hearts of marketing quotas atui_
price Williams, aphids have been
century B. C. also wrote of the In
little children."
supports—or no quotas and no found on all disease samples
China and Japan radishes
thus
radishes of their day and likewise
price supports. In addition to far.
ara.grovm for pickling, much as
did Roman wirters at the we
proteothlg the prices they will "Most varieties appear to
pickle cucumbers, and for
be
beginning of the Christian Era. their seed
receive , by approving the susceptible and those plants
from which oil is
According to botanical writers, pressed.
poundage proposal growers will affected will not contribut
e
the radish gets its English name Here in
be taking positive action to bring much, if anything, to yield," he
the United States we
from "radix," the Latin name for usually
problem
the
think of radishes as being
'of
over-productio
n
said. "There is no control for the
Maj. Gen. Chaim Herzog,
"root." The technical name of the either small,
under control.
red, and mar- who - served as
existing crop, but in the future,
commander of
genus, "Raphanus," is a blesized,
or slim,
fall seeding as late as possible
white,
e Israeli forces on the West
Latinized form of the old Greek fingersize
d begetables. But they
might_ cut down infection—that
nk during the six-day war
expression, "raphanos," which do
grow larger. Some rad* with the United Arab Republic,
is, plants may pass through their
roughly translated means "easily varieties
reach the size fit and later as governor of the
suaceptihle seedling stage at a
raised."
basketballs and in 1544 a Germ* West Bank, is a native of
At 7:15 & 9:15 Nitely
And indeed, the radish is easily botanist
An experiment in "instant
wrote of seeing a radish lorthern Ireland. He was born
3:15 Sat. 1:15 & 3:15 Sun,
VAlt./ti.V 11`,110.0;611A j
raised, and quickly too. Its seed that
television" is being made in the
weighed a hundred pounds. in Belfast.
Adults 2.00 Child 1.00
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
sprout rapidly, and it is usually While the
BBC's
Bristol
studios.
Herzog served as an inradish isn't very
US SR, NORTH
ready for table use from 3 to 6 particular
Volunteer
s
are
being
offered
as to where it grows, a telligence officer with the
NO PASSES
the facilities of a studio to
weeks after the time of seed light, easily
Last
Night
pulverized soil is British army in Northern create
planting. Also, in Kentucky, it is considere
their
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
own
end best. For an early Ireland during World War II,
3:30 7:15 9:45
tertainment.
usually one of the first vegetables spring crop, sandy
or
sandy loam and participated in the invasion
Anyone who thinks he can put
to be harvested in spring.
soils are preferred, but for of Europe. He is israel's on a show
or has hidden talents
Radishes were found growing simmer
leading military commentator
radishes a cool, moist
can take part, said producer
in Mexico about 1500. indicating soil gives
and author of "Israel's Finest
Nominated 10
best results.
John King.
Till t. I fl
Hour

•
-Rtbicoff
makes little distinction between
segrilgatimky law in the South and segregation by
housing pattern in the North. The result, he points
out, is the same—black children in black schools and
white children in white schools.
In some ways, school segregation is worse in the
North, where only 27 per cent of the bl?ck students
attend mainly White schools, than it is m the South,
where 38 per cent of the black students are in mainly
white schools.

.

vir...39

Someihrlerin Western
Kentucky May Have Dwarf

Isn't It The Tnith.

Unfortunately, Ribicoff's proposed solution to the
problem would have been chaotic—and the Senate
wisely rejected it Wednesday by'a vote of 51 to 35.
And Thursday the Senate approved 44 to 34, a
statement of principle without force of law calling
for an end to segregation in the North.
Ribicoff wanted to force every school (city or
suburban) in a metropolitan area to enroll a percentage of black students equal to at least half the
percentage of black students in the area as a whole.
Thus, if 30 per cent of the students in a
metropolitan area were black, at least 15 per cent of
the students in each school in that area would have
to be black.
This would have meant a massive cross-busing
program in practically every major city in the
country—to be carried out in no longer than 12 years
with more than $20 billion in federal funds.

Many
morning
clink. S
pointers
recreatf

1200130/Ctiti
NOW

World Of History Is
Tied Up In The Radish

ANY DISTRICT which refused to comply would
forfeit its right to future federal aid, and later might
lose its state aid as well.
This is a coercive approach to a situation that, for
the moment at least, can better be handled through
the courts.
A number of cases involving northern cities
already are in various stages of litigation, and it
seems likely that school boards which have
manipulated attendance areas and building sites to
keeplblacks and whites apart are headed for trouble.
There is no easy way to desegregate schools. And
there probably won't be until more blacks are able to
move to the suburbs and more whites are willing to
move back to the city.

Ulsterman leading
Israeli armed force

In the meantime, in case we've forgotten, th!
name of the game is educating children—wherever
they might be.
—Kentucky Post

British experiment
in 'instant TV'

Ten Years Ago Today
Fill

Deaths reported today were Hobert Miller ( Bobby) Lassiter,
age 63, and Mrs. Belle Redden, age 83.
Ground was broken last week for a married housing development at Murray State College and the project became the fourth
major building program in progress on the campus.
Births reported in the past week are a boy to Mr. and Mrs
James Boone and ahoy to Mr. and Mrs. James Sullivan.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington of Murray announce the
engagement of their daughter, Martha Lou, to James Donald
Rule,son of Mr. and Mrs 0 M. lime of Locust Grove,Ga.

-1-R-P-O-RAcademy Awards

MALL EVIICAY GRAYS
algteNtISI
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
us l4 NOR•H

20 Years Ago Today

7:30 & 9:10
They make a boy

LZDOZIt•TIRES& FILE

Into a man and a
girl into a corpse
Since 111“

Dr. Coleman J. McDevitt of th*--Ploirston-McDevitt Clinic staff
has been named vice-president of the Kentucky Obstetrical and
Gynecological Society.
Pvt. Charles E. Houston, son of Mr and Mrs Marvin Houston,
is taking his basic training at Sheppard Air Force Base, Wichita
Falls, Texas.
Pvt. Gerald Dean Humphries and Pvt. Joe Pat Johnson have
completed basic training at Camp Breckenridge are home on
furlough. They will report to Fort Lawton, Washington.
Rev. Buron Richerson, pastor of the Locust Grove Baptist
Church and moderator of the Blood River Baptist Association,
will preside at the annual Fifth Sunday meeting to be held at the
Memorial Baptist Church.

Murray Marble
Works
SUILDIRS OF FINS
NISIAORIALS
Porter White - Atatumor
Ill Maple St
753-2512

They'll do everything possibl

in every possible way.
Vi);?11

COLOR

COENATIONINOuSTRIES'

We Specialize In Your Needs
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THE GOOD BOOK—Undamaged, the
Bible i carried frornitte.burnin,g Union Methodist Church by Fire Chief Richard Klockner
in Mel col
NJ., as other firemen pour wtiter on the ruins. An
esplyion
t

t.irted the fire.
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Are you in favor of marketing
quotas for burley tobacco for the

In light of the latest Supreme Court rulings on
equal education, there is an awkward question that
sooner or later will have to be answered:
Is school desegregation just for the South?
Or does it apply to the North, too1
hesitate to keep repeating this," Sen. Abraham
A. Ribicoff, (D., Conn.), told his colleagues this
week, "but the fact remains that we in the North
cannot continue hypocritically to tell the South what
they must do in the field of desegregation, when we
In the North are unwilling to desegregate."

and through him, and to him, are all things: to
whom be glory for ever. Amen.—Romans 11:38.
God is our all, the beginning and the end. sing praises to God,

moam0,46 PROGRANIt
cwoory &wow

e :ND

What About The North?
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eurin Hopes To Win
Derby on Impetuosi

L 27, 1971

WUISVILLE, Ky. (Uk)
Jockey Eric Guerin, who won
the Kentucky Derby before
some of his rival rIders were
born, had high hopes today
of scoring a second victorY in
the turf classic Saturday with
Wendell Ftosso's IrnpetuositY.
"A week or ten days ago I

AA.D.
•
•
M.D.
nnoonced
nnounced
nnounCed
nnoonctd

never thought I would have a
mount in the Kentucky Derby
against the Orioles.
.,,By FRED DOWN
Cond straight' victory for
t se'
but the Blue Grass Stakes
Well, Blue merely had a no- May, who struck out eight and
UPI Sports Writer
Changed that," said the 46-year- Vida Blue, baseball's new boy hitter until Don Buford singled
walked two.
old Guerin who won the
wonder pitcher, made believers in the sixth inning, struck out Tom Seaver pitched a sevenKentucky Derby back in 1947 of the world champion Balti nine to raise his league-leading
hitter to cruise to his fourth
with Nlaine Chance Farm9s Jet
more Orioles Monday night and total to 49 and pitched his fifth straight victory of the year tor
Pilot,
has
He
game.
perhaps one of these days will straight complete
routed Bob
Guerin earned the mount on do the same for the Oakland allowed a total of six earned the Mets, who
seven runs and 10
with
Gibson
Impetuosity when he won the A's fans.
runs in his six starts this
in
Blue Grass Stakes at Keeneland
'
'
3 innings' Ed
3 2hits
A 21-year old left-hander with season. Blue has won a total of Kranepool
had four hits and
international
with
the
colt
and he gambled the most sensational low-hit, eight major league games and
By United Press
Dave Marshall three for the
with his life to score that high-strike-out recogd
National League
since five of them have been Mets, who broke out of their
victory,
brief
East
made
a
He
Hit" shutouts.
No
Johnny "Double
batting slump with a yen
W. L. Pct. GB He drove Impetuosity through Vander Meer broke in with the appearance for the A's in 1969
Gibson, A slow starter,
geance.
a
narrow opening on the rail to Cincinnati Reds in 1938, Blue
Montreal
Blue had a bunt single that
suffered his second loss against
get
racing
Louis.600
.887
room.
4
8
12
8
the
started
the
A's
toward
St.
continued his string of
three triumphs as the expected
"Yes, I hesitated a little performances Mond
10 8 .556 1 Pittsburgh
vight game's only run in the sixth Seaver-Gibson pitching matchup
before I drove him through. I when he beat the Ori
New York
1-0 on inning with Bert Campaneris fell apart i the early innings.
116 was hoping the hole would open a four-hitter.
533 4.
8
7 171 :381
Chicago
scoring on a single by Reggie
Rookie Willie Montanez, one
6- 10 .375 4 up a little more. But it was the The victory gave Blue a 5-1 Jackson. The small turnout for
Philadelphia
the minor league players the
of
only shot I had and I thought if record for the season and a 7-1 the game was disappointing
West
received when Cujt
Phillies
W. L Pet. GB I could get his head in there he mark since he was brought up the A's to say the least, Flood refused to play last
would
.737
...
go
5
'through.
14
San Francisco
by the A's from the American considering the attraction of the season, won the game for thefft
11 9 .550 3.44 "In the, last sixteenth of a Association last September. He game's hottest young pitcher
Angeles
an eighth-inning homer -in
9 8 .629 4 mile her just pulled away from has pitched a no-hitter, a one- against the world champions. with
Atlanta
Houston. Rick Wise pitched4
.450
Siris
11
9
them- Believe me, ImPenionnY hitter, t% two-hitter, a three- The A's are running about
Houston
six-hitter to win his first garto
4 11 .313 7% won that race with authority;" hiar, two-four-hitters, a five- 10,000 below their attendance
Cincinnati
the Phillies while Tom
for
5 12 .294 8 said the rider who was born in hitter and a six-hitter-a total pace of 1970 even though they
San Diego
his third
suffered
Maringouin, Le, on Oct. 23, of 25 hits in seven complete are leading the AL West Griffin
Monday's Results straight loss of the season,
1924.
Philadelphia 2 Houston 1
Division.
game victories.
A large field is in prospect Manager Dick Williams says Harmon Killebrew and Tony
New York 12 St. Louis 2
for Saturday's Derby and that that Blue is ,the key man in Oliva hit two-run homers and
(Only games scheduled)
could have an effect on the Oakland's chances to win the Jim Perry, a 24-game winner
Today's Probable Pitchers
utcome, Guerin admitted.
(All Ttmes EDT)
American League pennant but last season, pitched a six-hitter
Montreal (Morton 2-2) at "A large field can ,be tough. A's fans seem
singularly for the Twins, who bombed six
ttle veri
You may have to move before unimpressed. Only 6,988 of 'em Washington pitchers for nine
Chicago (hands 1-3)
t
Octe
Los Angeles (Osteen 3-2) at you want to. You have to take turned out Monday night to see hits. Frank Howard sat Torn
ktlYaIitagen1 _opportunities as the sensational youngster pitch McCraw homered for the
Pittsburgh (Ellis 272), night.
New York tKoosman 0-11 at they come up. In a small field
inst the world champion Senators.
you can ride a little more Orioles.
St. Louis ( Carlton 4-0), night.
Rudy May pitched a threeSan Francisco (Perry 3-1)2 confidently, pick- your spot to The Minnesota Twins beat the 'der for the Angels behind an
make a move."
Atlanta Reed 2-2), night.
Washington Senators 7-2, the attack which included a two-run
(14
1
San Diego ( Arlin 0-2) at Finding a clear path in the Detroit Tigers. defeated the homer by Jim Spencer in a
1971 running of the Derby 'may
Cincinnati (Nolan 0-2), night.
City Royals 8-3 and the four-run fifth-inning outburst.
1*
/Olt
Philadelphia (Bunning 1-2) at be tough. About 20 are expected California Angels topped the Steve Dunning suffered the loss
is‘
running
o
start
with
tobay-'s
night.
to
the
Houston (Dierker 2-0),
Cleveland Indians 8-0 in other 'for the Indians. It was
the Derby Trail Stakes as likely American League games.
Wednesday's Games
to turn up as many new The New York Mets routed NEW YORK (UPI)-The New King
Montreal at Chicago
8
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh night starters as it eliminates.
e St. Louis Cardinals 12-2 and York Professional Golfers Asso- Edward
Eight were entered for the the Philadelphia Phillies edged ciation announced Monday it
New York at St. Louis night
DELUXE:
San Francisco at Atlanta night mile race with Vegas.-Yic a the Walston Astros 2-1 in will hold its state championship PANIETELA
at
Saratoga
Springs
Sept.
13-17.
The
others
favorite.
strong
Cincinnati
night
Diego
at
San
National League games.
were Bopdavelle, On The All- Blue's previous overPhiladelphia at Houston night
Money, Prospect Hill, -Martini powering performances had
American League
Jr's been against AL Western
Again, Fourulla and
East
Arrowhead.
Division opponents and even
Phone 753-1272
W. L. Pct.
None of them was likely to Oakland executives and players
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
•
10 6 625
Baltimore
shake Guerin's confidence in must have wondered what
We Have It- We Will Get It
Or It Can't Be Had
Boston
10 6 625
Impetuosity.
'would happen *ben he went
Washington
10 8 .556
8 9 471
Detroit
6 10 375
New York
5 11 .313
Cleveland
West
W. L. Pct. GB
Oakland
15 6 .714 ...
California
10 9 .526 4
9 9 .500 414
Minnesota
Kansas City
9 10 .474 5
7 9 .438 514
Milwaukee
Chicago
6 12 .333 7%
Monday's Results
Detroit 8 Kansas City 3
Minnesota 7 Washington 2
Milw at Boston ( Ppd, rain)
Oakland I Baltimore 0
California 8 Cleveland 0
(Only games scheduled +
Today's Probable Pitchers
(All Times EDT)
Ambassador wagons with standard
Baltimore ( McNally 3-0( at
air-conditioning. V-8 and automatic
Oakland ( Segui 3-0), night.
Gremlin, the first
. transmission
Cleveland (McDowa 0-3 at
American small car,
California ( Messersmith 1-25
night.
Specially equipped Gremlin
Detroit (Chance 0-2+ at
sunroof models
Kansas City ( Drag° 3-1). night.
at
Minnesota(Blyleven 2-2)
Washington (McLain 2-2),44844Chicago (Bradley 2-0) at New
York (StottlemyTe 1-0), night.
Milwaukee + Pa ttin 2-21 at
Boston (Culp 2-01, night.
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Many local youngsters took advantage of the basketball clink held at the City Park last Saturday
morning. Bill Mancini and Les Taylor, both Murray State University basketball stars, conducted the
clinic. Several of the youngsters are gathered around Mancini with ball, above ) as he gives them
pointers while two others (below )are carrying out some of Taylor's instructions. Barr} Polston, city
recreation director, said that many other projects of this sort are being planned.
Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheon

WALLIS DRUG

Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee at Boston
Baltimore at Oakland night
Cleveland at California night
Detroit at Kansas City night
Minnesota at Washi gton night
Chicago at New York night
F A 1

Special Hornet sunroof
models start at
Specially equipped Hornet
sunroof models.

Major League Leaders

F

Mondai . . . SIRLOIN -

- - - 1.59
Tuesday . . RIB EYE - - - - 1.49
Wednesday ISIED CHUCK - 89°
Thursday • • CLUB STEAK - '1.59

With The Above
• SALAD
• POTATO
• TOAST

By United Press International
League: oiiva,
American
LeaditlPftatters
Minn 7; White, NY and Bando,
National League
Oak 5; Spencer, Cal, Powell
G. AB R. H. Pct. and Johnson, Bait, Yastrzem9 26 4 11 .423 ski, Bos, Freehan, Det and
ICritapl, NY
Garr, Atl
17 71 13 29 .408 Green, Oak 4.
Hrnrulz, SD
8 27 1 11 .407
Rims Batti41 Ii
DvIll, Pitt
9 25 2 10 400
National League: Stargell,
Davis, LA
19 75 13 29 .387 Pitt 21; Torre, St. L 17;
Srnmns, St.L 18 56 8 21 .375 Colbert, SD and Mays,'SF 16;
15 46 2 17 .370 Aaron and Cepeda, Atl 13.
Wdwrd, Cin
Staub, Mont 12 46 19 17 .370
American League: Northrup,
15 60 18 22 .367 Det and Killebrew, Minn 18;
Bonds, SF
20 80 13 28.350 Powell, Balt, Yastrzemski, Bos
Torre, St.1,
American League
and Green, Oak 15.
G. AB R. H. Pct.
64
16
16
24
.375
Oliva, Minn
Pitching
12 49 15 18 .367
Bird, Bal
National League: lIpshaw,
16 58 17 21 .362 Atl 5-1; Carlton, St. 1, and
Ytrzsk. Bos
Murcer, NY 16 61 10 22 .361 Seaver, NY 441; Renko, Mont 313 31 10 11 .355 0; Pappa%, Chi and Perry, St 3MCrw, Wsh
14 49 9 17 .347 1; Jenkins, Chi, Osteen, la,
White, NY
16,158 7 20 .345 Gibson St..L and Marichal. SF
Frhh, Det
15 61 10 21 .344 3-2.
Bal
19 72 12 24 .333
Rojas, KC
Americas League: Blue,
18 72 7 24 .333
Klbrw, Mum
5-1; McNally and Palmer, Balt
Home Rims
Natioaak Leligue: Stargell, Siebert, Bos, Hedlund, KC and
Timmerman
Pitt 10;:Aaron, Ad 7; Cepeda, Segni, Oak 3-0;
AU, Bench, Cin and Colbert, SD Det and Drago, KC 2-1;
Det and Perry Minn 3-2

The new Sportaboid, the.
housewife's dream machine,
Specially equipped Sportabouls with
free sunroofs. Only'

Sporty Javelin

Fil

CAIN &T
MOTOR
Phone: 753-6448

American
Motors
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Miller-Newhart Engagement

iil
3 Long-distance affair

Omicron Alpha chapter of Tau
Phi Lambda sorority will meet at
he home of Mrs. Jane Alley, 1207
Joran Road, at seven p.m.

not good jdea

The Kirksey School PTA will
neet at the school at 7:30 p.m.
cul Mrs.' John A. Jones as
;peaker. Eighth grade parents
sith last child graduating from
Kirksey will be honored. Sixth
grade mothers will be hostesses.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY . I recently met a very attractive man I
would like very much to see more often lie lives in Manhattan and I live about 60 miles out in Long Island. He doesn't
own a car, but I do. He has told me he would like to date
-;: me more often, but he can't see himself taking the Long
Island Railroad back to Manhattan in .the wee hours of the
!•••;,,. morning after seeing me home. This I can understand.
He suggested that we enjoy the evening together in
Manhattan, where he will provide suitable overnight lodging
for me, and the next day he will take me home. I am 25
and he is 20. I am interested in your ideas On how this
situation could be improved
ANXIOUS

The Quota Club will meet at the
iouthside Restaurant at 12 noon.
Mrs. Helen Hodges will review
the book, "The Tall Woman", at
2:30p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library. The author, Wilma
Dykeman Stokely, will be present
for the review and to autertraph
books. A tea will follow. The
public is invited to attend.

DEAR ANXIOUS: If you live on Long Island and work
no Long (Mind, you're a dead Long Island duck unless yos
•Je; get a job in Manhattan and live there!

at
DEAR ABBY - Several years ago my husband had an
affair with another woman. It lasted about a year. I found
out about it and forgave him on the promise that he would
be faithful to me from that day on.
Things have been going smoothly since then and I'm
sure he is keeping his promise, but I am going out of my
mind trying to figure out who the woman was I keep thinking it was tfiis one and that one. but I have no way of really
KNOWING. I have begged my husband to tell me who she
was I even promised I would never say a word to her. My
curiosity is killing me. My husband says he will not tell me
so I should stop asking him. Don't you think he should tell
STILL GUESSING

4
fr.

DEAR GUESSING: No And if you are wise, you'll let
sleeping dogs lie. I And quit guessing. There's only one thing
that could be worse than guessing wrong. And that's guessMg right! I
DEAR ABBY: I am planning my wedding, or perhaps I
should say my mother is planning it. It started out to be a
small church wedding, but by the time my parents included
all their friends and my father's business associates, it grew
and grew and really got out of hand.
My biggest problem is whom I shall have for my bridesmaids_ I have no sisters, but I have several cousins my age
as well as some very close girl friends. My mother says I
absolutely must have my fiance's two sisters. I like them,
but I hardly know them, as they live in another city, and
my fiance assures me that they wouldn't feel hurt if they
weren't asked He says it's my wedding and I should do as
&please. I would like your opinion_
BLUE BRIDE
DEAR BRIDE: I can think of no occasion which should
bring joy. but instead creates more hard feelings than a
wedding! I agree. It's your wedding and you should be
allowed to do as you please. If parents would let their
marrying children plan their own weddings, they would cost
less and mean more.
DEAR ABBY I noted in your column the pros and cons
of going braless A few weeks ago I saw a small item in the
newspaper, which may help to settle the matter It read as
folltnvs: If a woman is not certain whether or not she should
go braless, she should place a pencil under her bosom. If
the pencil stays there she should wear a bra.
I would sign my name but my wife still has my pencil.
SEATTLE READER
What's your problem` You'll reel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to %BM'. Kos 0711111, Los Angeles. Cal.
01111111. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send SI to Abby. Box MOS. Lou Angeles, Cal. 101111111.

,
Tuesday, April 27
The Bessie Tucker Circle of the
WSCS of the First United
Methodist Church wth have a
silver tea at the borne of Mrs. E.
J. Haverstock, 1109 West Gate
Drive, at ten a.m.

eat-41)11-
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The Murray Lion Club will
have its spring mop and broom
sale in the city tonight.
Miss Pamela Sue Miller
Phi Delta Kappa will have its
initiation at the Student
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dale Miller of Frankfort, Indiana, an- 14111.14th/11 MCCOOK al uie atuanet
nounce the engagement of their eldest daughter, Pamela Sue, to-, Union Building, MSU at 6:30 p.m.
. Ned Alan Newhart, son of Mr. arid Mrs. Walter Newhart of Route
Seven, Frankfort, Indiana.
Senior and Junior recitals of
Miss Miller, a 1969 graduate of Frankfort High School, is em- Cletus Murphy, Wingo, counterployed as a secretary at Michael Construction Company. She is a tenor! and Charles Tichenor.
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wainscott of Murray and Calhoun, piano, will be at the
her mother is the former Rowena Wainscott.
recital hall, Fine Arts Building.
The groom-elect is a 1970 graduate of Purdue University. He is MSC at eight p.m. No charge.
employed by the Indiana State Highway Commission.
The wedding is planned for October 10 at the Eastside Christian
Wednesday, April 28
Church at Frankfort, Indiana.
The MSU Women's Society will
have a business meeting at the
University School auditorium at
4:30 rm.

Officers Elected At Preschool Meeting;
Dr. Jim McDill Speaks And Shows Film

The women of the Oaks
Mrs. Jim Old was elected Mrs. Robert Williams, vice Country Club will have their
president of the St. Leo's president; Mrs. Gerald Globetti, ladies day golf at nine a.m. with
Cooperative Preschool for 197142 secretary: Mrs. John Berry, Edith Garrison as hostess.
at the Mothers' Meeting, held treasurer; Mrs. Bill Holt and
Mrs. Harold MeReynolds,
April 20, in Gleason Hall.
Other officers elected included membership co-chairmen; and
Mrs. J. Russell Ross, nominating
The Stag Night activity at the
.• Calloway County Country Club
committee chairman.
Appointed chairmen of stan- will he held at the club with
ding committees were Mrs. John Tommy Sanders as chairman.
Adams, equipment: Mrs. Jim
Miss Carol Ann Bynum of Redmon, publicity: and Mrs.
Murray Route Three has been Donald
Burke,
church
The Kick off coffee for lady
appointed as an Honorary Senate representative.
Page of the 1970 Kentucky Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield golfers of the Calloway County
General Assembly upon a motion announced details of the swim- Country Club will be held at the
by Senator Carroll Hubbard, Jr., ming program to be conducted club at nine a.m. All lady golfers
including the new members are
of Mayfield.
for the preschoolers during the
Carol Ann, age seven, is a first Week of April 26-30 at the urged to attend.
grade student at Faxon University pool. Mrs.- Eugene
Thursday, April 29
Elementary School. She is the Russell, preschool teacher',
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles discussed plans for picnicking at Senior recital of Shermar.
Dale Bynum of Murray Route Empire Farm, in Land Between fine, Owensboro, piano, will be
Three. Her grandparents are Mr. the Lakes, sometime in May.
at the recital hall, Fine Arts
and Mrs. Leemon Bynum of Plans were made for a group of Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No
Murray Route Three and Mr. and the mothers and Mrs. Russell to charge.
Mrs. Riley Dunn of 203 South 9th attend a meeting of the Western
Street, Mw-ray.
Association for Children under
Murray Welcome Wagon
six in Paducah on April 73.
Newcomers'Club Third Annual'
Mrs. William E. Dunn of Mrs. Gerald
Globetti inMurray Route Three has been troduced the speaker.
Dessert Card Party will be held
Dr. Jim
dismissed from. the Western McDill, assistant
professor in the at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
speech and hearing department, Woman's Club House. Guest
Murray State University.
bring their own cards or game.
Dr. McDill showed a film en- Ticket-stub drawing tor door
titled "To Teach A Child To prizes. Call 753-3116 or 753-9754
Talk" and then discussed speech for tickets which are one dollar
development in children.
each.
According to Dr. McDill, the
Murray State University Speech
Friday. April 30
and Hearing Clinic treats persons
The Murray Woman's Club will
of all ages who have language
bazaar aHhe club house
disorders caused by one of the have a
10120 a.m. The public
following problems: Hearing starting at
loss, emotional distrubances, is urged to attend.
mental
retardation,
or
neurological damage. He urged
nkey ballgarne will be
mothers not to place undue
d at the Hazel Elementary
pressure on children with regar
School at eight p.m., sponsored
•to their speech habits hoc
school. Advanced tickets
such pressure may caus stub by the
50 and 75 cents and gate
.tering, Dr. McDill off ed the are
tickets are 75 and 81.00.
services of his des. meht for
testing the speech nd hearing of
the St. Leo's p
hoolers.
Saturday, May 1
An Open
use is scheduled at
the pre
1 for May 11 at 7:30
A Fiddlers Contest will be held
p.m.
persons interested in the
pr
ool's activities are invited at the Faxon School at eirit p.m
With a chili supper`lb begin at
tt:e attend.
Mrs. Donald Burke served as "yen p.m., sponsored by
Faxon Mothem 3ub.
hostess for the evening.

Carol Ann Bynum
Named As Page

TV(
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Mamie 753 11117 or 753-4,47

The Derby Day dinner-dance
will be held at the Calloway
I
County Country Club with dinner
•
to be served at 6:30 p.m. Dancing
will follow from nine Nm. to one
a.m. Tickets are .$124. Per
couple. Make reservations by
April 28 by contacting Mesdames S-Sgt. and Mrs.
Paul N. ttev. Morrison C. Galloway of
Donald Hunter, Don Robinson, or Johnson of Grand
Forks, N. D., Murray hal been a patient at the
Gary Marquart.
announce the adoption of a son, Western
Baptist Hospital,
* **
Brian Neil, who was born Paducah.
To minimize scratches on February
6, 1971. They have one
Teflon and other non-stick
daughter, Dianna.
Recently dismissed from the
surfaces, use wooden spoons
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Western Baptist Hospital,
rubber spatulas, or Teflon and
nylon spoons and spatulas.
Homer F. Johnson of Paducah Paducah, was Joe at Farley of
and Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Wicker of Murray Route Four,
** *
Expand counter ,pace in the Reidland. Great grandparents
Mrs. Henry Tree's of Kirksey
kitchen in a temporary way. are M. V. Wicker and Mrs. Lather
Pull out drawer and put a Johnson of Paducah and Mr. and Route One was a patient at
Mrs. Odie Morris of Murray. Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
cookie sheet on it.
Great great grandmothers are
•••
When you wash your hands, Mrs. Ella Morris and Mrs. Clara Newcomers to Murray recently
contacted by Mrs. Don Grogan of
put rings and watches in your Wicker of Puryear, Tenn: ._
the Welcome Wagon Service
pocket.
* *
were Mr. and Mrs. Everette
When cutting the leather of Stanley of 806
When pusHing in thumb
Sunny Lane, and
tacks, use a thimble and save
fur, use a sharp knife or razor
. and Mrs. Dough Vick of 309
ur fiii
Made and riot scissors.
South 15th Street.

FBIRTHSJ

You'll Set a merry pace
this season in frosty white by
Life Stride. Adds a springtime
air of freshness and
tenderness to your bright
prints and soft pastels.

pew'
Adams Shoe Store
Downtown Shopping Center

•
•
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LITTLETON'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"
New officers of the St. Leo',
,,operative Preschool for 1971-72
were elected at the meeting held
last week. They are, left to right,
Mts. Donald Burke, Mrs.
John Adams, Mrs. Robert Williams,
Mrs. Jim Old, Mrs. Gerald
Clobetti, and Mrs. J Russell Ross
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TV CAMEOS: James Franciscus

Taxpayers Ask IRS

152-4941

Franciscus in Future "Movie of the Week"
I
•••••

•IMI•
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Sy Sat DUNN
SUMMER vacations for most
college students- are spent laboring at some uninteresting
temporary job, earning money
for the next school year. But for
former student James Franciscus, the summer before his senior year at Yale was spent making B pictures and launching
his now successful professional
acting eareer. He hadn't' been
at it too long though when he
decided to complete college before going on to his next fea•
ture.
Ab an undergeaduate, Jim's
outside interests revolved around
both writing and acting. Three
of his plays were produced at
the university playhouse. He
balanced that off by acting in
numerous others, one of which
was "The Great clatsby," a play
that directly influenced Jim's
decision to forego a writing career in favor of acting.

•

4\

At April 15 is the last day
for filing, if, like most taxpayon
ers, your tax year ended
December 31, 1970.
Q) I paid someone to pre0. Is he repare my tax re
istakes7
sponsible for an
A) No. You are legally responsible for all informatiow
on your tax return. But, make
sure that your tax return preparer, as well as you, signs
your tax return.
Q) I use my ear for business
purposes, and, in the past, I
hare always claimed the standard mileage allorraog,..for au(omobile business expenses.Can
I nos claim actual costs and
depreciation on this year's re-turn?

James Franciscus is a recently blinded insurance
investigator in "tongstreet," ABC's "Movie of
Ph. Week," to be seen Tuesday, February 23.
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AS FOR future plans, he says,
"I want to have the staying
power to remain doing what I
like best, which is acting, for
as long as I can." The key to
the staying power, Jim adds,
Is careful selection of scripts of
"taste and quality." How does
he rate "Longstreet?" "It's a
beautifully written script." Television viewers then might expect to see more of James Franciscus next season.

Q) My two brothers and I
contribute equally to the support of our mother. Who may
claim the dependency exemp(ion?
A) Any one of you, but only
one, may claim the exemption,
provided that the claimant has
individually contributed more
than 10 percent of th? mutual
dependent's support and together you contribute more
than half of her total support.
lre addition, the other dependency tests must be met. Each
of the others must also file a
written statement that lie will
not claim the exemption this
year. These statements must
be filed with the return of the
person eho claims the exemption Form 2120 may be obtained for this purpose from
oar local IRS office.

Al Yes. Payments for dental services, including x-rays,
and the cost of artificial teeth,
may be included in deductible
medical expenses

NM•OM floe

ate eta

mi.•MD On•um

um •4•• ••••••

A) Before sending in your
return, check it over to make
sure that it is complete, with
all necessary schedules and
atdocuments
supporting
tached, including W:2''forms.
your
In addition, double check
computations
mathematical
3nd be careful to use the correct tax table when figuring
out your tax, Finally, be sure
the pre-addressed label from
your tax forms package is
placed on youi• return to avoid
errors in Social Security numbers, and don't forget to sign
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MAY 1, 1971
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WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY

ALL DAY THURSDAY (Murray Only)

99; itsel.vaBluo. 99,
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls

Q) What form do I use to
apply for an extension of time
to file my income tax return?
A You can apply- for an
IA-Iv-ion of time to file on
Furra .26,04, available at your
mat IRS office. Extensions,
however, are not granted as a
matter of course, and your
reasons -must be substantial.
art. granted an
a••
••• •••••= e••• ••••••1
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EVERYTHING FURNISHED
for
$300 Per Acre

A) You may exclude from
income, as a death benefit up
to $5,000 of such payments received during one tax year.
The balance must be included
in your income.

Q) What can I do to make
sure I get my refund as soon
as possible?

Q) I still have not received

.="Z
2ra.
•••••••• m••um

Phone 489-2414

-

Store Hours:
9 - 9 Mon.-Sat.
1 - 6 Sunday
Bel-Air Shopping
Center

II
11

In i`cidition to being "Movie
of the Week," "Longstreet" is
a series possibility, which follows the networks' habit of first
trying an idea out in premiere
movie form and then assessing
its inception to decide its future.
Jim realizes it might be a spinoff, but at this point he prefers
to wait for definite word before
commenting further
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A) Yes. However, for each
year that you used the se:indent mileage rate, straight-line
depreciation is considered to
have been allowed on your car.
If you dispose of your car, yen
must adjust the basis by the
amount that would have been
allowable if you had actually
depreciated on the straightline method.

MURRAY FLYING SERVICE

Q) My husband died last
: continJuly, and his employe'
ued to pay his salary to me for
the remainder of the year. Do
I hare to pay tax on these payments?

Q) Are dental bills considered medical expenses?

possess.

For Information Contact:

A If your son was less
than 19 years old at the end
of 1970, or was a full-time student during five months of
1970, you may claim him as a
dependent if you furnished
over half of his total support
His military pay, subsistence,
quarters, or living allowances
furnished by the Army must
bi- considered in determining
total support.
- ,
If your son wits over J, or was not a stutIent,”'YOu May
claim him as a dependent if
you furnished over half of his
support and his income,
including military pay, did not
exceed

A Yes, but first contact
° our employer as soon as pot%
to fl-y to obtain the Form
W 2. If you cannot get the
form, contact yam local IRS
office ind they *ill attempt to
-4-eure a copy Of - your
from your employer. If you do
'not receive your W-2 in time,
I.-port all your income and attach a statemSnt to,.,your return explaining how , you computed any tax withheld for
el)ich you claim credit, but for
Alch you have no Form W-2.
ff vou receive the Form W-2
after you have filed your return and there is a discrepancy between the amounti reported on the form and on
"our return, you should file
Form 1040X to correct it.

We are always more anxious
to be distinguished for a talent
which we do not possess than to
be praised for the 15 we do

ALFALFA WEEVIL

Q) I supported my son until
he sent into the Army lait
August. Can I claim him as w
dependent?

air Form W-2. Can I file my
return sithou( it?

Q) When is the final day for
filing my federal income tax
return?

follows the man's necessary and
painful adjustment to the death
of his wife who was killed in
the explosion, his own blindness,
and his altered contact with the
world.
Jim feels that the film comes
in the middle of a television
•
•
•
season that has been oversatuNOW AFTER a six year ab- rated with series professing to
sence, James Franciscus is com- be relevant and instructional.
ing back to television this Febru- "There's been a drastic error in
ary 23 to star in "Longstreet," assessing what the public wants
ABC's "Movie of the Direek." He , to see.- The preponderance, he
a mentioned that it will be a pre- notes, of socially aware pro;mitre movie, made especially grams has greatly narrowed the
choice available to viewers.
for television.
; "Longatreet" ts billed as a Television in part seems to have
• suspense drama. The script is recently lost sight of its enterby Stirling Silliphant, former tainment value. But by way of
writer for "Route 66" and solving the current imbalance,
"Naked City." In its lead role, "Longstreet." says its star, ofJim plays an insurance inves- fers the audience the needed altigator, recently blinded in an ternative. It's just a story about
explosion, which actually was people without solutions or an. an attempt On his life. The story

III

extension, this does not relieve
you from paying 6 percent on
the tai notpaid by April 15,

tax ma
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

SPOTTED by a Walt Disney
scout in the lead role of Jay
Gatsby, Franciscus was invited
to make a screentest for the
lead ta "Light in the Forest"
He recalls, "I was never in front
of a camera before. I completely collapsed." The part went to
James MacArthur. But Jim
F'ranciscus had apparently done
better than he tells us. He was
later given the lead in "Four
Boys and a Gun," his first
Since then Franciacus changed
mediums and went on to star
in television's "Naked City"
and then "Mr. Novak." It was
the second of the two that
greatly advarked his acting career, bringing him to national
attention in the title role of
John Novak, an energetic teacher in a large public high school.
"Novak" had two strong seasons, after which its star left
television to return to films
where it had all started.
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WORTH REPEATING

The tanker Texaco Great
Britain, 252,000 tons, one of the
biggest ships bunt in Britain
has been launched at Swan
Hunter's Vb'allserid yard.
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Quota Club...

Close Battle...
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The Weather

Salem
Lowers
Admission

Continue From Page One
iie)
(ootimie
C He andd From Page One)
will vote for in the Lieutenant independently" as an issue.
llax degreePolitical SeiesiCe and Gevernor's contest.
Sgt. Mozelle
But no matterhow any of the
Author Unknown
wife, Lunelle, reside at 600 SouIli history.
fair
today,
Breckinridge is from an old Lieutenant (26Vernor candidates Kentucky:
becoming mostly cloudy north
9th Street. She is employed at tht Ptlm. Elkins, Keay, aug Kentucky'
family
whose
stand
name
on
has
issues,
the
will
it
matter halt tonight and tomorrow with
Westview Nursing Home.
• Roberts are presently attending
associated with the
By United Press International
Sgt. Max Morris began his night school at Murray State been
little it the voter does not occasional light rain. Slight
Bluegrass
area
and state politics recognize their names when
WASHINGTON—Sen. Edward service with the police force in university taking a Criminal
And, here's another one which
he chance for showers or thunwas run in the Publisher's M. Kennedy, D-Mass., testifying 1964. He and his wife, Shirley, procedute course, which is a 15 since the early settlement days. goes into the ballot booths
dershowers extreme
west Stan Janusz, manager of Salem
greatest
voter
His
strength
before
Senate
Finance
the
is
Auxiliary which came from the
Robert Matthews, campaign tomorrow and tomorrow night I and II Theatres, today anwith their three children. Zandra weeks' course and wQl give each
expected
to
come
from central manager for the Combs-Carroll
Greenfield. Indiana Reporter. We Committee on the need for a Kay, Garry Whayne, and Regina man three college hours credit,
with
chances
increasing nounced that the price for the
found it in the Kentucky Press. It federal health insurance pro- Gail, reside at 1711 Wells Ex- This class started April 8. During Kentucky, while Carroll is ticket, admits Carroll is not 83 tomorrow N
rtant tern- adult admission to the two
is entitled "Why Editor's Turn gram:
tended. Sgt. Morris is also em- the next fall semester, Sgt. counting on strong support from well known as his runningmate• perature
Wed- theatres will be 99e beginning on
Western Kentucky and par- "His (Carroll's) problem right nesda
"The insurance industry...is ployed parttime by the Blalock- Spann, Ptlrn. Wilson,
Gray "
,.
and Pthn. ticularly
w
the
in
40s Wednesday April 28.
his
native
costing us billions of dollars in Coleman Funeral Home.
1st now is getting people to know no
On this Wednesday only, he
Grogan will take this special tongressio
southw
50s
to
.
Highs
reil district.
waste and inadequate health
him," Matthews said.
Also appointed to the Police course.
today- 106 and low 804. Lows said that when an adult pays the
ill..
•
Beach and Breckinridge lack Wednesday morning 40s
''The most typicar
examples
j
of care. It is doing nothing to force in 1964 was Sgt. Ed Knight Fredericiet. Fehl, Special Beach is a Baptist minister
north admission price of 99c, he may
the
statewide
a good way to spoil an editor's control costs, to stimulate new who has recently undergone back Agent in charge of the office
campaign and sos to low gga south. High take a guest for the price of one
whose name is hardly a
of
resources, or to improve the surgery in Memphis, Tenn. He
organization and staff of the
day is this sampling:
cent extra.
Wednesday 704 and low 804.
the Federal Bureau of In- household word. His chief ad"Please put it on the front quality of service'
and his wife, Alice, with their vestigation at Louisville has vantage is being from Jefferson Combs-Carroll ticket, but neither
Janusz said that this lowering
feels this is a great handicap.
page."
three children, Steve, Bobby, and informed the City Police that the County—the
of the price for adult admissions
state's
most
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.—State Linda, reside at 318 South 15th
Jefferson County Judge Todd
"Use the story just as I have
is his way of combatting the
FBI will conduct a firearms populous county with 700,000
Hollenbach and Louisville Mayor
written it. The club wants it that Attorney General William J. Street.
training session here for the residents.
(Continued From Page One) current inflationary trend.
Batley, explaining a public Sgt. Dale Spann, appointed to
Frank Burke have endorsed
way for the scrapbook."
The theatre is located in the
department on May 5.
As House Speaker during the
Beach for Lieutenant Governor. Walk not to the music that perils Central Shopping Center.
"You're invited to our annual nuisance suit he has filed the city 'force on January 1, 1965, The Murray Police
session of the Legislature,
Departlast
Burke also has endorsed Combs your mind with hatred upon your
dinner tonight (this could be the against pollution by 13 of was also recently named as ment has three patrol cars
and Carroll was adept at keeping for
Governor, but Hollenbach has palm .
third invitation of the week). Birmingham's biggest indus- County Detective this year. He recently new electronic
sirens order during the sometimes
made no
There will be plenty fee to eat and tries:
Gubernatorial en- step to the music that plays in
and his wife, Helen Sue, and their were installed. The radio room in chaotic session of the
100- dorsement.
your ear, be it raging with fury or
tragic
"The
part
this
of
is
Minerva
drink. Oh, yes, please bring your
son, Weide,reside at 805
(Continued From Page One)
the City Hall building on South member lower chamber.
calm.
that we have the know-how to Drive. Mrs. Spann is secretary
Carroll
is
the
Camera."
youngest
of
the
Colleges and Universities" this
5th Street is manned "around the Carroll's image with the voters
Be
the
not
soul
that
tortures
your
three
"How come it wasn't in the clean up the air pollution for County Judge Robert 0. clock". Other men serving
candidates
at
39.
year. She is president of Psi Chi,
as will depend largely on Combs'
Breckinridge is 57 and Beach 52. mind with what you think you honorary psycholog
paper.. It was—well I didn't see problem. These companies just Miller.
radio operators are Chester Gubernatorial
y society at
campaign, Carroll
must
live
to
be,
don't
reduce
want
to
the
Patrolman Dan Kelly was Yarbrough and Art Lee. it. Will you please go through the
had had the most
Murray State, and is active in the
although
he
gained
Be
some
only
the
one
your
mind
meteoric political career of the
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We rejoice that at long last a promised 4-lane highway North is comin
g near
to construction under a Republican administration.

Rites Wednesday
Mr. Nicholas

We congratulate the Chamber of Commerce and all othe
r
civic groups who are working for a better community.

We again list some items for which a Republican administration and local
'Republicans have had a great part:
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ways of life.
The Rev. John 0. Nijarian,
the church's pastor, said the
two youths were chosen by the
congregation because they
showedmkommitment to the
church, not becadse they were
vocal spokesmen for youth.
"The church is not going to
say, 'Hey, we've got some
youth here,'"he said.
"Each of them will be
listened to on the basis of what
be has tb, contribute as a
person rather than as a youth:
representative."
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ANSELMO, Calif. gregation's level," liamsberger
SAN
(Ulla - Two teen-agers here said.
"Another )3roblern is that
BY
are believed to be the youngest
the pattern of worship doesn't
Presbyterian
a
of
officials
LONEL I A)LOR L. DAVIDSON
communicate with me. I hope
church in the United States.
to work with the session on
the
of
oongregation
The
Uncle on Draft
uncle did not participate in the
more
First Pratbyterian Church for- making the services
Board Didn't Help Denny
classification discussion or' maitly,, elected
Doug meaningfuLtia
FRANKFORT, KY.--- voting.
Hartisberger, 16, as an elder for
-The way the sermon is
Occasionally our office receives a
You will recall that on Dec. 1,
three-year term on the introduced turns young people
letter from disturbed parents 1969,there was a national lottery. a
ssion, the church's lay gov- off, regardless of the point the
NEW YORK ( UPD—Santa Fe
who allege that their son has not Denny's date of birth was May 31,
Michael Faw, minister is trying to make," Downs, the newest race track
and
body,
erning
local
been treated fairly by his
1947, and his Random Sequence 15, as a deacon.
Faw said. He called for "re- in
America, being
North
board.
Number RSN 1 was 313. On April
Both high school students structuring the whole service to constructed at a vost of $5
this
of
letter
recent
most
The
23, 1970, the President issued an say they feel the Presbyterian express the message."
million, is scheduled to open a
type we received was from a Executive Order instructing local Church is "probably the most
66-day meet on May 29. Ten
mother whose son was seriously boards to phase out all oc- progressive in demonstrating
Suggestions
races will be programmed
wounded in Vietnam. Her main cupational deferments. Denny's concern" for the problems of
Faw suggested a series of daily, seven for thoroughbreds
neighbor's
complaint was that a
short sermonettes by_corigregalocal board in complying with the society.
horses. A
son, Denny, had been deferred to spirit and intent of the Executive
And they say the older tion members with differing and three for quarter
to 60
church members feel "the viewpoints because "a great split meeting, with 55
attend college and teach school. Order reclassified him I-A.
a
and
thoroughbreds
for
days
been
had
the
and
ideas
She believed that Denny
deal of the worth of our
However this RSN was not necessity for the
deferred because his uncle was a reached in calendar year 1970, participation of youth" in sermons is lost because they're 20-day meeting for quarter
YELLOWSTONE GETS SNOW JOB—A snow plow inches its way through deep snow
horses is planned for 1972.
the church's obliga- one person's view."
member of the draft board.
in Yellowstone National Park in an attempt to ready the roads for a May 1 opening
and at the beginning of 1971, meeting
Santa Fe Downs also became
society.
to
tions
diftoo
see
to
like
not
is
it
would
he
lie said
As a parent,
e-Ir date. Heavy snows forced the Wyoming parksofficials to double crews and run
Denny was moved into a reduced
"1 want to bring the the church explore "different the Thoroughbred Racing Assoplows 16 hours a day. Snow depth is 50.6 inches in the north and 93.5 in the south.
ficult to understand how one priority selection group. We hope
lk;
would feel when their son is that this detailed explanation is church's generalized concerns ways of- worship - with music, ciation's newest member Frir
about the war, the draft and with dance and other ideas - day, bringing the TRA member.
seriously injured in combat. At
into the con- as a Way of relating to other ship roster to 57.
this time we would like to convincing evidence that our other problems
publicly assure the writer that registrants are given fair
there was not any hanky-panky treatment by/their local boards.
I
involving the board member and Q. Who determines whether
am drafted?
his nephew, Denny.
No member of a local board A. Your local board is
for
your
shall act on the case of a responsible
NEW YORK (UPI) -- The registrant who is his first COL:11 classification. The Department of
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or closer relation, either by Defense through the Armed
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published by
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But, as she says from time
(400king.
25,000- prominent persons cannot act on the case of a armed forces
She has long had a success- to time, "I just love men", so
from 168 couniiies for this registrant, the local board shall 24 months of active duty, you will
- ful boutique in an old Victor- she returned to New York and
1,000-page volume, Marquis' request the state Director of be liable for a total of 48 months
pn . townhouse on Madison opened her own boutique with
staff found women in impor- Selective Servicee to designate in the Ready and Standby
Avenue where she sells such an array of avant garde importtant places of all ,types of another local board which the Reserve.
items as ankle length canvl ed suits and things. Her goal
endeavors. For example, there registrant shall be transferred
xicoab3, velvet jeans, suede now. is the complete .man, are Indira Gandhi and Golda
for action on his rase.
ts and Italian Art Deco coordinated from head to toe
Nleir, two of a number of
'With this background inrts shirts, specializing in
within
and totally well groomed.
women in high posts
formation, we would like to share
r1.8 wear because, as she
'
their govern me nts..,
"My whole idea was that a
ys,"I like men."
Other women who have with you the results of the inJler concern for men ex- man can go and get all dressed
gained worldwide recognition vestigation in charging of unfair
nds to their hair and a few up, and. if his hair is all messed
for their achievements include treatment by their local boards.
iyears ago she opened a barber up, then what's the use:" she
photographer Margaret Bourke' 4-process. At the time Denny was
'shop on the second floor of the said. "So I Put it all together.
White, artist Georgia O'Keefe., deferred as a student, his uncle
"Not just haircuts but hair
townhouse. Not just an ordinnews correspondents Georgie was not a member of the local
ary barber shop of course, but shading and treatments. Many
Anne Geyer and Pauline board.
one complete with a couple of men have hair that has never
Frederick.
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Recently she eticandett excellent results.
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a
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Jackie's Rack Room, complete
economist He was reclassified I-A by the
Cosmopolitan,
with three or four more we cut hair so it will lie in
Barbara Ward, former British local board.
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barbers, some dazzling chrome several possible ways. If he
member Edith
cabinet
and amber Lucite barber chairs wants to wear it down over his Sumtnerskill, author Gwen- uncle became a member of the
from Italy and a big red bed ears he can do it if he wants to
doly n Brooks, public health local board. Denny was employed
Mcfor anyone who feels like look that way at a discotheque, official Dr. Frances Kelsey , as an industrial arts teacher and FEUD? - - Sep. George
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relaxing in the middle of a
Danish Supreme Court Justice began his teaching duties in FBI chief. J. Edgar Hoover
barber shop. Characteristically. when he is working in a bank.
Helga Pedersen, and opera September. Based on information of treating Congress with
hair
"1 don't think short
e draped it with a sable
manager Carol Fox.
that there was a community need contempt in what may be a
will ever come back, not the
pread.
Many other women also Sr.' for an industrial arts teacher, the running feud. McGovern
The hair stylists are men but way they did it for years with
listed because of their contri- local
October says Hoover -has become a
board
in
ere are a couple of girls who clippers up the back. Not that
butions to science, inehistrs reclassified Denny II-A. When liability to law enforceNever."
again.
n the hair cutting proand the arts.
the case was considered. the ment „action in America.ure by plopping you down
Jackie isn't stoppint with
n a reclining chair, pushing it
ck until the back of your just a hair parlor, however.
cad hangs over a lavatory and "What I want eventually is a
en shampooing it for all it's townhouse for met, and eventorth. Then the men_ take ually to open a health club on
the upper floors." She already
ver.
You might see at any given has a start - Jackie's Back
me such assorted customers' Room has a built-in sauna.
designer Bill Blass, eonuctor Thomas Schippers,
It is a long way from the
riter Edward .Albee, socialite 'one-room barber shop she
yatt Cooper and movie star started in 1968 and she admits
rcello Mastrioianni whom 'she had no idea it would be so
e met . in Rome when she successful. Now It rims like
Gated for such tashion sort of a club with Jackie
ouses as Fabiani, Simonetta pouring drinks for her customnd Valentino anti appeared in ers after 4 p.m. while she
eh Fellini pictures at "81i" strides up and down the floor
d "Giulietta of the Spirits." in her long fashion model
Jackie, a native of Brook- strides or holds forth like a
ne. Mass., had modeled first modern Texas Guinan.

Men '8 wear

Ladies' lib?
they've had
quite a bit

A Closer Look

E

eating at Jerry's is a

JERRY'S LIKES FAMILIES. And
your rfamily will like JERRY'S
(1.) special provisions for family
seating, (2) Specially attentive
service by a waitress who enjoys
families, (3) special menu with a
wide variety of "goodies" to please
each membef of your family.
(4) special portions and prices for
children. (5) special trinkets for the
little ones. In all of theise ways,
and more, eating at JEF1RY'S is
a pleasant, fam4ly-100r:

at
SURF BORED—Mts. Dale Johnson checks her home
Oxtiard..Calif.. atter pounding surf and heavy riptides
cri!fled kand under six plush homes causihg extensive
damage. 'The chimney of a.home recently purchased by
sineers Sonny ,inci ,,('her Bono sashed Johnsons' roof..
-

s.
iter•
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Townhouse gaining in popular demand
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
The head of the Census Bureau
predicts that townhouses —
rows or clusters of homes with
individual , front and back
doors but at least one shared
wall - will become increasingly
popular in this decade.

With 70 per cent of our
Brown said that despite
population alreat living in
rising costs, the percer4age of
Metropolitan areas, dwsupply homeowners increased during
of land within 30 minutes the decade of the 1900s. The
driving time to the eentri/ city
1970 census showed that 62.9
is steadily diminishing and will
per cent of all households
become even more scarce by
owled their own homes, up
1980," George Hay Brown sai
'from 61.9 per cent in 1960.
in a recent speech.
He predicted a continuing

WELCOME
To Great
Week-Night Specials
Ship Ahoy Maties . gather all
hands on deck and cast off for
the greatest bargains on the seven seas!
* TUESDAY . • •SHRIMP
*

BOWLING
STANDINGS

NIGHT ---------2..25
WEDNESDAY. . CATFISH NIGHT
$1.75

* THURSDAY ...PLATTER

NIGHT
$2.25
Enjoy these Specials, plus Yung Pirateg" under 6
eating Free Perch or Catfish. Pirates 6-12, 50' charge
for perch or catfish.

Captain'
itcben
„

"Home Of All
You Can Eat"

Take-Out Orders
Phone 753-4141

Open 4 p.m. Tue.-Sat.
12 p.m. Sunday

INTERIOR LATEX
FLAT PAINT

TUESDAY—APRIL 27. 1971
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desire for home ownership.
particularly among young
Dillar or Dollar
adults who spent their childBow1ing League
hood in single-family houses.
Households headed by persons under 2.5 years of age had TEAM
;a homeownership rate of only Robinettes
42
20.3 per cent in 1970. Many of Winners
46
those persons will be buying Trophies
54
their own home in this decade Three + One
56
as they grow older. Brown said. Champs
57
"There is a reason to believe Four Seasons
8.
that the houses which these Pin-Pals
62
young people buy are increas- A B C's
73
ingly- likely to be row houses
or, as the real estate developers
High Team Game (SC)
now call them, townhouses,
Four Seasons
604
he said.
Robinettes
591
"To a large degree this
583
underlying trend will surface in Winners
the form of cluster housing —
High Team Game (HC)
groups of three to six town815
houses witb possibly each unit Four Seasons
Robinettes
783
sold as a condominium.
778
"These clusters will not Trophies
have all the features of detachHigh Team Series (SC(
ed houses. They will have a
little land around them but not Winners
1645
enough to let each husband Robinettes
1605
spend his weekends with a Four Seasons
1590
lawnmower."
A National Association of
Splits Converted
Home Builders survendicates Edna LaMastus
3-10
the trend Brown predicted is Glenda Hill
34-10
already underway.
Audrey Perry
5-7
Sallie Guy
5-7-9
Doubling outpult
Pat Scott
5-7-9
Builders who responded to Norma Robertson
5-7
-questions from the association—
Margaret Morton
5-T
said they plan to more thin
double their tow nhou'ge proHigh Team Series 1HC)
duction this year. The builders
2223
expect to increase their total Four Seasons
2206
production for the year by Winners
2183
about 28 per cent. The town- Three +One
house proportion of the total
High Ind. Game 1SC
this year was projected at 22
210
per cent, up from 14 per cent Barbara Merino
of a smaller total last year.
Margaret Morton
199
191
Most predictions emphasize Edna LaMastus
as Brown did — the scarcity
of land. There is another
High Ind. Game (1-1C
factor, too. Townhouses are Barbara Merino
258
somewhat less expensive than Edna LaMastus
231
detached houses to produce, Margaret Morton
230
and soaring production costs
are pricing many families out
High Ind. Series ISC I
of the detached house market. Margaret Morton
517
Louis E. Fisher, president of Jane Buchanan
513
Levitt and Sons, Inc., said Glenda Hill
505
recently that a house which
cost $23,000 in 1963 now sells
High Ind. Series I RC
for about $33,500. He pre- Jane Buchanan
616
dicted the price would go to Margaret
Morton
more than $52,000 by 1980 if
Barbara Merino
605
present trends continue.
Gail Bishop
605
."Years ago. a family earning
315,000 a year could consider
High Averages
themselves well cdf and be able Margaret
Morton
156
to afford luxuries such as the
Glenda Hill
156
$50 — or $60,000 home,
Jane Buchanan
152
expensive automtibiles, maids
151
and a second home on the Martha Ails
147
beach or in the country," Verona Grogan
Margie Chapman
142
Fisher said.
Edna LaMastus
142
"Today, $15,000 qualifies a
Scott
139
family for 'only a 830,000 Pat
138
home - and this home is unity Sallie Guy
137
over 30 miles away from a Kay Addison
137
large downtown metropolitan Valada Stuart
136
area, is limited to three bed- Mary Contri
rooms, one bath, one garage,
no' air conditioning or basement and on an 80-foot by
100-foot plot of ground."
Ot,course, the same inflation that eroded much of the
purchasing power of $15,000
Homer Von Betiran, 49, who
has also vaulted far more
is being sued for divorce by his
persons into the 815,000 wife in Belvidere, Ill.,
was
income bracket.
given a judge's permission to
visit the couple's dog on
Mondays. Wednesdays and
Fridays.
His wile, Virginia, was given
custody of the dog last month.
Heather-wood hospital, Ascot,
England. is launching a
The Matterhorn, 14,780 feet,
"hotpants" campaign to at- is safe from projects to build a
tract young nurses.
railway to its summit of blocks
Its nursing school is placing of houses at its foot. Zerrnat
models dressed )in nursing residents rejected any conuniforms of minisi micro-n-urns struction near the Matterhorn
and, of course bOtpants.
except for climbers' huts.
tit

eik

Last Week
Of Fabulous

Your Happy Shopping Store

16 FT. BOA']
hull, walk th
753-2340 afte

TWO MOBI
set up, good
small inve:
1873.

•

20
AIR CY

20,000 BTU
rooms.+
off when '
electric bii
also wonl
exhaust fi
without co
Now only
Dependent
of home,
home.

SAVE $101
Reg. 159.3:
149.28 Tran

MONTt

FA, ROL
d many
i ms. Leav
Sk01.

USUALLY 160'

4580

sale!
SUMMER
SUITS
55% Dacron' polyester. 45% wool
Stripes, solids, plaids. windowpanes.
Single and double breasteds with today's wider lapels,squared pocket flaps.

Husband can visit
dog each week

S'UPI2 LATEX
WALL PAINT

Jinn
artin

SAVE
Art

F ORTIFIED
FORMAL*

yo
paints

PACT(

1,

•

ON
EVERY GALLON

FC.SUGGESTED PRICE

$799

9

SALE
PRICE

GALLON

NEW FORMULA

SUPER LATEX WALL PAINT

So tough it's quaranfood fo last five years. On. coo+ will
corer any color.
Up fra 550 sq. ft. par gallon. Washable, color fast, drier fa a
beautiful finish.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK

Murray Supply Co., Inc
208 East Main Street
cc

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-3361

SALE!
ANDHURST NOIRON SHORT,
.
SLEEVE DRESS
SHIRTS

Nurses launching
hotpants campaign

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Pronoun
4 Snares
9 High
mountain
12 Exist
13 Hostelry
14 Falsehood
15 Dispossess
17 Semi precioUS
stones
19 Comfort
20 Above
21 Chair
23 Screeched
27 Detested
29 Rage
30 Note of
scale
31 Worm
32 Coral island
34 Measure of
weight
35 Prefix down
36 Merganser
37 Bread
ingredient
39 Slumbering
42 The
vieetscift
43 City in
FhiSSia
44 Remainder
46 City in
Germany
48 Trades
51 Hawaiian
*loath
57 Prepares to,
print
54 Fish eggs
55 Range of

5
6
7 }W
ieabnrdrsletter
Devoured
8 Lazy and
Slipshod
9 Warning
den:hicnae e
10 Girl's
11 Footlitte part
16 Evaluate
Fuel
Spoken
21 loan tos
22 Artist s stand
24 Coronet
25 Worn away
26 Depressior4
28 Wetted down

howN

27

18
20

1

2

3

13

46 Antlered
animal
47 Bishopric
48 Storage
compartment
49 Decay
50 Ocean
53 Note of
scale

European
linden*
Shreds
Withered
Diredw
Chern,cai dye

34
36
38
40
41 Pau/
45 Go14.€
4

5

Ir
t/
'
4.
12
i--.._...____4•224.
-15
.
1•.

--

7

9 '10

8

11

.--,,—__4

14

.... 17

le

:.:ljIIIII
IIIIIg:
....
% .....•
25 26
..Y
.
23 24

e.'
21 22
27

..., 79

2e

W--------17-,32
35

37

.•. 3e

39

41

40

"
4----47

•

r..:•: 4?

ki4,

.
49 50
._.----.

.::
,.:-..k

tr------1—"--52 •

53

..
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.

55
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PRACTICAL
refrigeratot
Three half be

1969 MOBI
Good conditi
2156.

ONE 10 INC1
saw, 40 incl
i
. inter plane
*th motor
and. Phoni

Imes tri
Lew as'
Hwy. 641
Murray,
Holiday

Ask at
purchase
ce

Usually 5.00

•4" wide fashion ties, usually $4, SALE

Every one with the season's
most wanted long-point collar
Cool short sleeves. Machine
wash, tumble dry blends of
Dacron ployester and cotton
broadcloth. See zippy stripes,
neat solid colors: blue, green,
gold, tan, red. 14 to 17" neck

1.88 gi7es

100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS

Sale!

3.44.L
Every yard machine washable' Pqsitively
no ironirt 4.e ured double knits
plus a
great selection
teresting knit stripes
Colors that can ma your entire
wardrobe
come alive' Al! c8"to154," extra wide'

TESTED A
millions of
lostre carp
Western Au
Wishing Wel
COOLERAT
21
/
2 ton. Goo
$100.00. Also
very little, $1
3917.
COMPLETE
couch, ma'
coffee table
end tables.
lamps, col
3175.00. 21
television,
antenna w
Black vinyl
All itemslikt
before 3:00 p
p1970 HONE
condition. Pt
SPINET PI
next 15 di
responsible
take over p
write Home
Co., Joplin,

38

-----. -

r:
.'.: :::r.
46

56 Recipient
of gift
57 MUSK as
written

a00 00100M MOG
ritij MUOUG DUO
0031100 OUOMEIM
ROOM WO
COMM 161012 MMUN
MME1000000
ME OW MMO nu
WOMUMEIHM OMB
OMMO OM @WO
003 ODOM
01300Pg 000390
OMC
1900 OOMM1213

165
COI
automatic, h
-Also 1969 Hor
Both in ex
Phone 767-44:

AKC REG
Spaniel pup
blonde. Phot
p.m.

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Before
32
s
4 The one here

FENDER
plifter, thret
speakers w
$300.00. Phoi
p.m.

Synd)e4 •

.

HI NEIGH
I.ustre for cl
super! Rent
$1. Big K.
'THE PLACI
Norge and C
big sale. ju
day. Howl
Sales and Se
Street
•

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MIItRAY, KENTUCKY

ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser
GRADUATES; TWO BEDROOM duplex with IIIIMI(An WEST!
16 FT. BOAT, motor, trailer, tri- ONCE IN a lifetime paint deal. COLLEGE
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M
airNo
time
to
refrigerator,
haggle, so price
stove,
hull, walk thru windshield. Phone Thousands of gallons, top quality, Nationwide organization has an
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far
washer, dryer. reduced for immediate sale.
conditioner,
with
opportunity
outstanding
$2.47
as
low
as
brands,
standard
A27C
753-2340 after 4:00 p.m.
MI7
mington, Kentucky.
per gallon. Country Boy Stores. unlimited potential. Starting $115.00 per month, $50.00 deposit. Beautiful brick home with
preferred,
1714
Wells Ext. Couple
everything you want. 3
TWO MOBILE homes, already The Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles income $600.00-$1,000.00 per
bedrooms, 2 baths, car- SOMETHING DIFFERENT and
upon no pets. Phone 313-842-2162. A3OP
depending
set up, good rental income from from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 & month,
Open 3:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
peting, central heat and air
small investment. Phone 753- 164. Phone 885-5914. Open Sun- qualifications. Send resume to
unique-a personalized gift made
for
pleasant
furnished
living.
TWO, 2 BEDROOM
1873.
A28P days until 4:00 p.m. It pays to P.O. Box 981, Carhondale,
to order just for Mother from
DONALD R.TUCKER,
M31C 62901. Equal Opportunity Em- apartments and two, one
take a look.
Jane's Ceramic Shop, 2 miles
REALTOR
FENDER SOLID State amM1C bedroom furnished apartments
753- 4342
ployer.
East on Highway 94. Phone 753Saturday 11:00-7:00 (Closed Mondays)
502 MAPLE STREET
plifier,three 10 inch J. B. Lansing 5 REGISTERED ANGUS cows,_
for summer and three for fall. 811
A26C
6533.
E:DNA STARES KNIGHT,
speakers with control cabinet. bred to the son of Ankonian
North 16th Street. Phone 753Boys' Haircut - 75'
ASSOCIATE
;300.00. Phone 753-2863 after 5:00 Peerless. Angus bulls 8 to 12
A27C
5140.
TERMITE
HUNTINGDON
M1C months, Peerless' grandsons.
p.m.
Men's Haircut - 11.00
local
Intelligent man who can IF YOU need to rent a mobile
our
Call
Control.
A29C
Phone 436-5618.
handle several duties at home, see Brandon Dill at Dill's LOVELY HOME on North 18th representative. Day or night, for
Trailer Court after 4:00 p.m. or Street. Brick veneer, three free estimate. Mrs. Keys Keel,
SADDLE MARE and colt. Phone tractor firm.
A27C
Need a man who can act as on weekends from now until June bedrooms, two full baths, well 753-4642.
A29C
753-3621 or 753-4818.
tfnc
213 Spruce St. Phone 753-7742
salesman, parts man and who 15th. We Might have what you lighted large living and dining
also
delivery
do
can
con.
garage,
A27C
patio
and
area,
need.
1970 HONDA 70 Trail bike,
NOVELTIES SPECIALITIES
Apply In person to
vement kitchen. Located near catalog. Has gift items for all
20,000 BTU model cools up to 4 automatic, $225.00. Phone 753A29C
NEWLY DECORATED three University, quiet neighborhood. occasions. Also hundreds of
rooms.+ Dual Stat turns unit 7426.
Stokes Tractor &
A29C
bedroom block house. Utility Phone 753-6527.
novelties to suit your fancy. Send
off when not needed to cut
Co.
Implement
closet
of
lots
and
garage
room,
runabout
DURAGLASS
FT.
25c for 32 page well illustrat
electric bills. Super Exhaust 15
space Gas or electric heat.
to B. & A. Enterprises,
also works as automatic with 35 H. P. Johnson outboard,
THREE BEDROOM brick, catalog
Phone 753-8243 or 753-6069. A29C
P. 0. Box 278,
exhaust fan for fresh air windshield, canvas suntop.
and air, Dept. MK-MK
heat
corner
central
lot,
A29C
M1
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
without cooling. Reg. 334.37 Phone 436-5683.
family
room,
1'7 baths, living
. 304.30 +
Now only .
MEN OR WOMEN'full time or
room,carpeted, built-in oven and
FOR RENT
Dependent on placement, size BOY'S CLOTHING, excellent ,part time, Do you need money?
range, dishwasher, disposal,
reasonable.
Very
in
condition.
build-up
of home, heat
ee us for your Soybean
Don't-borrow- it. Write the
NEW FURNISHED
storm doors and windows, paved
-24,26,
Sports coat, size 16, pants
home.
Nutrilite Agency. Let me tell you
drive Exceptionally' clean,
Er
4,
3,
for
Apartments
Seed, Inoculation and
shirts -14, 16. Phone 492how to earn it. Vernon E. Davis,
available July 1. 1727 Keenland.
girls.
college
A29C
8300.
P.O. Box 87, Paris, Tenn. 38242.
SAVE $10! 6,000 BTU model.
Moly Mix and Solo for
A30C
753-3735 after 4 p.m.
M2OP SUMMER AND FALL
Give phone number.
Reg. 159.35 Now only. .
control of weeds. We
149.28 Transportation included 1969 KAWASAKI 350 Avenger
SEMESTER.
BABY FARM; only 5 acres west
with two helmets. Excellent WANTED-NIGHT watchman.
have Certified Hood and
College Farm Road. Phone 753condition. $350.00. Can be seen at Phone Mr.Paschall at 753Also furnished apartments
M3P 1717.
Dare, also Non-Certified
TFC
7955 after 5:00 p.m.
60242 West Main.
for college boys and
A27C
private rooms with kitchen
Hood and Dare.
• ivileges.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC LADIES, THREE openings, full
401 Maple St.
NICE BRICK three bedroom
753-3642
PHONE 753-5865 days or
range, large oVen, good con- or part time. Excellent earni
home, Vs miles from city limits,
We Pay Highest Cash
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. or
dition. 12 H. P. Sear's riding opportunities. For appointment
off New Concord Highway, all
FA, ROLL-A-WAY bed, desk mower, 42 inch cut, used very
on
Sundays.
A30C
kitroom,
Living
Prices for Wheat, Corn
large rooms,
d many other interesting little. Excellent condition. Phone call 753-1711.
WANTED:..BEAUTICIAN with
withkess.
acres,
2L2
On
bath.
chen,
i$ems. Leaving city. Phone 753established business to rent and Soybean.
from 9:00 a.m. till 2:00
1AINTER, ex- 10 F1'. WIDE, two bedroom interest transferrable - loan. house with beauty shop attached,
TFC
8101.
A29P WANTED; )
A29C
753-3722.
Phone
perienced, steady work. For trailer, air-conditioned. One
or will rent booth seperate.
MONZA,
CORVAIR
1965
A28C small child welcome. Private.
interview-Oa 753-5287.
Reasonable. Phone 753-5074. A29C
automatic, heiler, radio, $425.00,
Deicalb
660.00 per month. Phone 753Your
Get
TWO,BEDROOM house on three
-Also 1969 Honda C. B. 160, $325.00.
A29C acres near Murray. Top locatiors
Seed Corn
D: RELIABLE person 4481.
BOAT AND Mobile Home InBoth In excellent conditital..
Lorox
and has VA Itransferrable loan. surance Low rates, broad
•
Atrizen
5
with
mg
sitting
•
baby
M3NC
Phone 767-4427.
"I IZZIE Burton, eighteen,
• Lasso
Own room provided. TWO BEDROOM furnished Price reduced.
year
Fair and Efficient
coverage, excellent claim serEl has been released from
• Hood Soybeans
Phone 753-8192 between 900 a.m. apartment, air-conditioned. Also MOBILE HOME court with 6 per vice. Check with us before you
PRACTICALLY NEW Frigidaire
Joliet, Ill., prison on a promise
Service
To
All
apartments for the summer. cent financing.
A28C
and
p.m.
2:00
•
Dare
Soybeans
size.
bus'.
refrigerator, apartment
to reform. She was t for
Zimmerman Apartments, South THREE BEDROOM brick home
• Wayne Soybeans
Galloway Insurance & Real
Three half beds Phone 753- '
iralu
ipohorse-stealintii
Phone
16th
753-6609.
A29C
Street.
right.
Priced
Whitnell.
520
at
Afill
WOULD YOU like to manage the
4, i
;
maidenlY Estate Agency
Farmiors Grain &
'21117LARGE THREE bedroom brick Murray,Ky.Ph.753-5842 May1C
from a weekly in 1682, which
finest fabric store in Murray, Ky.
.$01c1 Co.
coincidentally hailed Martha
1969 MOBILE". HOME, 164.
Please apply in person Monday, COUPLES ONLY, one bedroom at 1209 Doran Road.
/
&
Quell,
held
Seed
Conneray I J, alias -Calamity
Good condition. Phone 489May 3rd between 9-5 at Fah- unfurnished house, close to C. 0 I3ondurant Realty. 753-9954
Jane," as "Heroine of DeadR ilroad Av
ITC
A27C Service
University.',Phone 753-3202 after or 753-3460.
2156.
N-Trim,314 Main, Murray,
wood: A belle who would fight
6:00 p.m,.
A29C
Ky.
M1C
the roughest bullies wth her .
ONE 10 INCH Bench saw, one jig
-111P
We wish to express our thanks
1970 HONDA MOTORCYCLE,750
little gun."
SEVEN BEDROOM brick: three
saw, 40 inch lathe, one 6 inch
G NOW for summer;
RE
There were good things to
cc, bright red finish, just like
baths, hying room, kitchen, and appreciation for the kind
1inter planer, one drill press, all
to
supply
WOMAN
MAN
OR
be said for "Calamity Jane."
two bedroom furnished or unnew. Will sell cheap. Phone 753nesses extended to us followin
room,
recreation
family
room,
.th motors and Craftsman
Rawleigh furnished apartment with wall to
She was first to serve the Army
A29C consumers with
the accident in which our
A27C 7930.
A little paste wax on win- capably as Indian scout, and
brand. Phone 753-4997.
Products. Can earn $5.00 and up wall carpet and central air. Cali' fenced court yard. 3600 square daughter, Anita Carol, was inWill
feet from campus.
dow grooves and sash cords she was first government mail
A28C feet. 500
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols an hour. Part or full time. Write 753-4331 after 5:00 p.m.
jured on March 25.
will make the windows slide carrier 'between Montana and
in Kentucky. No increase in giving phone no.: Ray 1.0prris,
1TP easier.
John & Carol Hill
Dakota Territory never robbed.
prices. Country Boy Stores, the Rawleigh Co., Freeport, ni or
lit
815-232-4161.
call
miles
9
Folks.
Army Surplus
from Hopkinaville, Junction Ky.
Homes from 52,9951°
GOOD MORNING, Starshinet
I GOT A 6C.IN MATH ... I
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 FEMALE, PART time. Apply in Vega! Good selection to pick
6,CT A "C' ;t4 ZN6LI5H
Low as '195m Down
M31C person Adam's Shoe Store, from. Dwa Taylor Chevrolet.
p.m.
tEICT A "C. IN READINO
64 I S. Phone 753-3640
downtown Murray.
A28C Inc., South 12th Street, across
K. Next to
Murris.
20 INCH i1NLURr power mower
from Uncle Jeff's. Phone 753FlohdaNlilti
with automatic starter and grass
2617. Come by and see; J. H. Nix.
7 H. P. Good condition.
catcher,3',
Charles Jenkins or Mac Fitts
Phone 753-5924 or 753-1681. A29C FURNITURE REFINISHING.
A28('
All work guaranteed. Free
55 ACRE FARM, 24 acre corn
pickup and deliver's,. Free 1969 MUSTANG, Seafoam 1)1..
base, 12x60 Ft. House trailer,
estimate Antique or natural vinyl top, factory power and
AKC REGISTERED Cocker $20,000.00. 1968 Ford 3000 tractor, finish. Jerry McCoy,753One owner. Excellent condition , Nancy
Spaniel puppies, 6 weeks old, all extras. 429 hours with :1045.
May 5C Phone 753-8463.
plow,
turning
disc,
bushhog,
blonde. Phone 753-8920 after 5:00
A28C cultivator, 2 wheel trailer and 1.OR ALL your home alterations 1965 THUNDERBIRD ('onp.m.
scraper, $3,100.00 Chain saw, all
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or vertible, all power and air
TESTED AND appioveu oy extras, 8150.00. 1950 Chevrolet 3'4 old. Free estimates. Call 753Cheap. Must sell. Phone 753$425.00.
mileage,
low
millions of- homemakers. Blue ton truck,
TFNC
May SC 6564.
6123.
Lustre carpet cleaner is tops. Registered Charlois bull with
Western Auto, "Home of The herd of 25 cattle, $6,000.00. Pony
TERMITE Control. 1969 CHEVEI.LE, SS 396, 14.000
A28C cart and harness, $100.00. Hog FULCHER'S
Wishing Well."
Call collect miles,.375 H.P., 4 speed. Factory
inspection.
Free
feeder, cast iron bottom, $95.00.
247- warranty. $2,000.00. Phone 753'
Robert
Fulcher,
Mayfield,
, Phone 437-4513.
COOLERATUtt Al h-conditioner,
A29C
A291)
6936.
247Fulcher
Elbert
or
6270
2 ton. Good cooling condition,
/
21
M18C
$100.00. Also rod and reel, used PENTA TREATED lumber. 4783.
1968 FORD GALAXIE 500.
very little, $15.00. Phone 753Resistant to rot and termites.
Automatic, power steering. 4 new
in
BABYSIT
your
home
WILL
A28P Ideal for boat docks and any
3917.
tires,
original spare never been
the
summer months.
weather exposed uses. Murray through
used.
at 405 South llth Street,
See
A29C
COMPLETE LIVING room suite, Lumber Co., Maple Street, Phone 753-25.80.
A29C
or phone 753-5240.
couch, matching chair with Murray,Ky.
•ITC
matching
coffee table and two
CARPETS CLEANED in your lsba LhMANS, power steering,,,
H, svELt....- I CAN T
.cti_
PON'7 WAG' Y TAI 1- AT
end tables. Also two matching CHILD'S GYM set; merry-go- home. New, safe, professional air-conditioned,
automatic.
Pi Z.SHT
V-EFUSHE
GETTiki NONE!'
ME
lamps, contemporary style, round and 8 ft. slide. Phone 753- methods. Low rates. 'Free 81,300.00. Phone 753-7940 after
AID
TO A 61-itYAK.E.RCA
color
$175.00 21 inch
TFC
A29C estimates. Mayfield ;Carpet 6:00p.m.
3158 after 6:00 p.m.
BITE VICTIM
Cleaners. Call colle511241- j
television, $175.00, television
2456.
•
M29P
antenna with "rotory, $50.00.
Since 1925
_*
Black vinyl lounge chair, $50.00.
if it's musical . it's at
All items like new. Phone 489-2268
FOR YOUR Auction sale needs, WANT TO BUY; logs and
LEACH'S MUSIC & TN
A29C
before 3:00 p.m.
call Otto Chester Auction 1SeK- standing timber. Also have for
Now in the Dixieland
vice. Specializing in; furniture;fsale lumber and sawdust.
Shopping Center
antiques and farm equipment. Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
Phone-753-757S
c
• .TFC
Complete auction service w)th Phone 753-4147.
13RIGOS & STRATTON edger, licensed, bonded auctioneer.
air
SPINET PIANO, must transfer 21.z H.- P. Also 1967 Buick Reasonable rates and free USED TRAILERS, also used
you.
have
what
or
conditioners
1TP
Phone
435-4042.
after
estimates.
753-4516
consider
Phone
LaSabre.
next 15 days. Will
See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
A29C
responsible local party only to 5:00p.m.
p.m.
A28C
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let Court after 4:00
take over payments. To inspect,
WHY SHOULD'ROYALTY
HE'S SteNOT TSP.- HE
Chickens,
Piano
ssisl-I IS THE KING
)1)UCKS,
Joplin
home
your
cover
Office,
TURKIES,
write Home
us completely
ARGUE W1--4 $EAFOOD?
KNOWS YOU GOTTO
CPAE3 MAD AT MUP
A29P Guineas, adults and babies. with Reynolds weather tight WANT TO BUY; used hide-a-bed
Co., Joplin, Mo.64801.
LET HIM HAVE IT:
KILL ALL 10 TONS OF
1 DuN'T WANT TO
Hubert aluminum siding. 'Ate° we do couch. Reasonable. Phone 753selection.
Large
HARP6ON
HIM -To ITT EVEN A
ITT ALL OF HIM1TP
. of soffitt and overhangs on brick. 6261.
MAtiikY.ff
COUPLE OUNCES!!
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue Alexander, 3 miles South
JUST A COUPLE
A29C Storm windows & doors, shutters
POUNDS PP
.,.....
Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's Sedalia. Phone 328-8563.
and carports. Free estimates. WANT TO. BUY: Tobacco stoic,
super! Rent electric shampooer
A27(
M1C COMPLETE BEDROOM ,Auite, Call Garland's Aluminum Ser-, Phone 435-4155.
$1. Big K.
$65.06 Five piece dinnetre- set, vice, Route I. Kirksey, 489-2427 or
ANC Sedalia 328-8398.
M14C
753-9212.
• THE PLACE to buy those good $22.00. Phone
Norge and Gibson appliances, no
SIMMONS DOUBLE bed box AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning LOST: WALKING cane with
big sale, just low prices every
mattress and frame, compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each silver tip on handle Lost in
day- . Rowland Refrigeration springs and
chairs. Phone 753- GM,Ford, Chrysler, R. C. Evans, Eleg14's parking lot 15 00
room
living
2
Sales and Service, 110 South 12th
May IP reward. Phone 753-8876.
A27C Route 3, Murray.
A29C
May6C ?532 after 5:00 p.m.
Street,
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It RRAY, KENTUCKY

Federal State
Market Report
Federal State Market News
Service
Wednesday, April 21 Mayfield,
Kentucky
Farmers Livestock Market:
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Cattle this week 550
25
Calves this week
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
Slaughter steers not tested last
week, slaughter cows .75-1.00
higher, slaughter bulls, calve,
vealers, and feeders steady..
SLAUGHTER STLERS: Few
mixed Good and Choice 800-1000
lbs. 29.00-29.75.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
21.50-23.50.,Cutter 19.00-21.50,
Canner 17.00-19.00
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
over 1000 lbs. 24.50-26.25.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
VEALERS: Mixed Good and
Choice 180-240 lbs. vealers 36.5041.75, mixed Good and Choice 240250 lbs. calves 33.50-36.50.
FEEDER STEERS: Choice
300-400 lbs. 37.50-40.00, mixed
Good and Choice 300-400 lbs.
34.50-37.50, 400-500 lbs 32 25-35.00,
500-600 lbs. 30.00-32.25, Good 300400 lbs. 32.50-34.50, 400-500 lbs.
30.00-32.25, 500-6001W. 28.50-30.00.
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
300-400 lbs. 30.75-33.25,400-500 lbs.
28.75-30.75, 500-600 lbs. 26.50-28.75.
mixed Good and Choice 300-400
lbs. 28.50-30.75, 400-500 lbs. 26.5028.75, 500-600 lbs. 24.76-26.50,
Good 300-400 lbs. 26.00-28.50, 400500 lbs. 25.0046.50, 500400 lbs.
23.00-25.00. -

The managers are away...we're running the store and staging
a Sensational Sale. This is our first chance to set the price
and were cutting the price on many items way down.
Come help yourself to great values!"
8R/GGs_
sTR4 rroN 20‘,
POWER ia

MOWER

4-cycie engine, hos spin
rew nd start r. cutting
"
Lieights 2
REG.
:44.88 $
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irt
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ANTI-PERSPIRANT
SPRAY DEODORANT
5-oz. size
OUR REG. 1.22

,
By ROBERT D. LURATI
DAVIS, Calif. (UPI)—The
longshot gambler with a steady
record of losing can be the
victim of a personality quirk
bad luck,
not just
and
according to a University of
California researcher in psychology.
Robert P. Crandallsaid a
study showed that a person
with low-self esteem generally
assumes -great risks with the
greater consequent possibility
of failure."
Crandall, a senior at the UC
Davis campus, conducted the
study under the supervision of
E. Stanley Coopersmith, a
professor of psychology, with a
grant from the President's
Undergraduate Fellowship Program.
"Persons with high selfesteem take less risks that
more frequently pay off in
tangible success," Coopersmith
said in commenting on Crandall's survey.
The professor said that
Crandall's findings suggested a
"useful, practical method of
affecting self-esteem."
Coopersmith said, "It may be
possible to raise a person's
regard for himself and thus
change his overall personality
for the better because his
(Crandall's) experimental results show that one's selfesteem is continually affected
by
a
process based
on
consistent successes or failure
in the 'experimental field' of
daily life."
To get a person to think
better of himself, the psychologist said, a therapist would only
have to "structure his experience so that he is taking risks
at a level that will pay off
consistently."Although early development
and unconscious factors have a
on our later level of
S
selfAteem, continuing environmental influences can affect
and possibly change our .view 'of
ourselves."
To clarify Ow results of his
study, Crandall said he was not
trying to imply that persons
with high self-esteem never
take chances or "rise to
impossible challenges."
Instead, he said, he believes
that "perhaps a background of
consistent success, characteristic of the person with high selfesteem who makes few risks
resulting in failure, makes
unusual risks subjectively possible.
"In other words, high-esteem
people may try occasional
longshots and can afford to fail
at them while low-esteem
people aren't able to cope
constructively with longshois
though they may take more of
them."
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COOLER

INSULATED

Science's
with leak most
-proof effective
,
rustproof unbreakable!tlgfrj
drainspout,
polyureth
insulationa
One-year
guarantee.

CHEST

4
-

AU Colors and Styles
Reg. '5.66 to '22.44

1 85°

LADIES
SHORT & LONG SLEEVE

NYLON
SHELLS
Reg. '1.77
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LADIES SHORT SLEEVE

SHELLS
& SWEATERS
Cotton-Orlon -Nylon
All Styles & Colors

Reg.
'3.54-54.44

3

$

Two C
Repor

LARGE FAMILY SIZE

BUBBLE BATH POWDERS

FISHING CHAIR
with tackle box, beverage and rod holder.

Compare at '8.881 Now$297

ROOM COOLER
Custom styling,'child-sate grills, balanced blades.
motor never needs Oiling. Fully. guaranteed.
Model No 3699

78

Already growing . . . just put in the ground!
Many different shades of red, pink, yellow
plus white and two-tone.

5

Reg. .$2.23

MEET OUR ASSISTANT MANAGERS— THE MEN WHO
OFFER YOU TkIESE FANTASTIC BARGAINS!

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
* ACRES OF FREE PARKING -*

USE YOUR BANK CREDIT
CARD AT
'
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